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Thisissuewrapsuplhe designstoryof the HP9000Series500Computers,
Hewlett-Packard'snew32-bitmachinesbasedon the advancedtechnologies
for integratedand printed
circuitproductionthat were leaturedin our August1983issue.The five very large-scale
(VLSI)chipsusedin lhesecomputers,
integration
including
the 450,000-transistor
central
processing
unit(CPU)chip,areproduced
usingHP'sproprietary
NMOS-Illintegrated
circuit
process.Mounteddirectlyon copper-coredboardscalledfinstrates,thesechips are the
processor,and memory-that
basisfor threekindsof funclionalunits-CPU, inpuVoutput
in a compactMemory/Processor
canbe housedin variouscombinations
Module.In the HP
9000 Model520, the desktopworkstationmemberof this computerfamily,this technologycan give an
individualscientistor engineerexclusiveuseof the processingpowerof a largemainframecomputerfor such
computation-intensive
tasks as finite elementanalysis(see cover).Models530 and 540 offer the same
technologyin rack-mountandcabinetversionsthatcan be builtintosystemsand/orsharedby severalusers.
Model520 otfersa choiceof operatingsystems-HPBASICor the UNIX-like
HP-UX.Models530and 540
offeronly HP-UX.Two monthsago,our Marchissuewasdevotedlo the operatingsystemsandothersystem
softwarefor thesecomputers.This issuefocusesmorecloselyon the threeSeries500 models.The articles
on pages3 and 12 dealwiththe engineering
thatwas doneto incorporate
the Memory/Processor
Module
intothe Model520 desktopworkstation
and giveit a colorgraphicsdisplay.The graphicsand inpuVoutput
featuresof Model520'sBASIClanguageareexplained
in lhe articleson pages16 and21.
by the designers
The hardwaredesignstoryof the Model530 and 540 Computersbeginson page31, and the powersupply
designfor all threemodels-unusuallyditficultbecauseof the 520'scompactness-isthe subjectof the article
on page24.
On the subjectof finiteelementanalysis,boththird-partyand HP softwarepackageslor this complexart
will be available
for the HP 9000Model520 in the nextfew months.The HP finiteelementpackagewillrun
on HP 9000Series200 Computers
as well,but is fasteron the Model520.
-R. P. Dolan
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Puttinga 32-BitComputerSystemin a
DesktopWorkstation
A modular packaging approach provides a powerful
computer workstationfor computer-aided design and
engineeringapplications.
by JackL. Burkman,RobertL. Brooks,RonaldP. Dean,PaulF. Febvre,and MichaelK. Bowen
S COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY evolves, the hardware offered to users for a given cost decreasesin
size and/or increasesin complexity. One result of
this evolution is Hewlett-Packard'smost powerful desktop
computer system-the Model 520 of the HP 9000 Series
5 0 0 C o m p u t e r s( F i g .1 ) .
Made possibleby HP's proprietary NMOS-III VLSI technology,l this workstation provides engineersand designers
with a personal32-bit computersystemcapableof performing many of the CAD (computer-aideddesign) and CAE
(computer-aided engineering) applications normally requiring a Iarge mainframe computer system.The heart of
the Model 520is the 32-bitHP 9000Series500Memory/ProcessorModule,2a twelve-slotcard cagefor holding various
user-selectedcombinationsof CPU cards (up to three),I/O
processorcards (up to three), and z56K-byte RAM cards.
In addition, the Model 520containsa variety of peripherals:
rx A high-speedthermal printer

r A 1OM-bytehard-disc massmemory
r A S/q-inch flexible disc drive
r Up to five high-performanceI/O channels for connecting additional peripherals
r A keyboard
r A choice of three CRT display options.
A sophisticated operating system kernel, called SUN,3
coordinatesthe operation of this hardware and provides
an interfaceto high-level systemssuch as HP-UX4 (an enhancedversion of UNIX"J and BASIC (seereference5 and
articleson pages16 and 21).
Each part of the Model 520 conducts its own self-test
when the machine is turned on. Any failures are indicated
by appropriately lighted LEDs (light-emitting diodes) on
each module and the operating system logs the failures,
displays them on the CRT, and configuresthe Model b20
to operatearound them, if possible.If the display fails, the
UNIXis a U.S.trademarkof Bell Laboratories

Fig.1. The HP 9000 Model 520
Computer is a 32-bit computer
systern based on HP's NMOS-lll
VLSI and finstrate technologies.lt
provides professional personnel
with a desktop workstationhaving
mainframe computer capabiI ities.
The Model 520 contains its own
printer, hard and flexible disc
memory devices, llo ptocessor,
and keyboard. Several CRT display options are available. The
Model 520 can have up to three
CPUs for incrcased pertormance
in computation-i ntensiveappl ications or up to 2.5 megabytes of
RAM for data-intensivework. For
llO-intensivework, up to three llO
processors can be installed.
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printer is used to report the failures. If the Model szo is
connected in a multiuser HP-UX system, the failures are
also reported on the system console.
If any portions of the memory cards are bad, the failed
portions are blocked out and the amount of memory loss
is reported to the display. In addition, during normal system operation, the operating system continually tests the
memory for soft errors at a rate of 12 megabytes/day as a
background function. Single-bit errors are corrected; double-bit emors are detected and reported.
Careful design and a special power supply (see article
on page 24) werc necessary to fit this computer system into
an enclosure small enough to sit on a desktop. This package
had to satisfy the basic ergonomic requirements of the
operator and provide adequate cooling for all the electronic
components, while remaining manufacturable and serviceable. To understand the product design challenge, consider
some of the Model 520's characteristics. The total amount
of power dissipated inside the enclosure approaches one
kilowatt, a fully loaded machine weighs over 70 kilograms,

and the ac line filter volume required measures over 820
cubic centimeters.

ModularDesignand Assembly
The designof the Model 520is foundedon the concept
of independent modules linked together to form a highly
compact package (Fig. 2). This approach allows each module to be tested fully by itself before assembly. A structural
foam base (Fig. 2a) reinforced with two aluminum die castings and a central sheet-metal "bucket" forms the structure
for mounting the modules. A multilayer printed circuit
board, two ribbon cables with connectors, and a fan wiring
harness are added to this basic structure to connect the
modules electrically (Fig. 2b).
The Memory/Processor Module containing the CPUs, I/O
processors, and RAM has its own cooling fan and is sealed
to prevent electromagnetic interference (EMI). This module
is inserted into the left rear chamber of the base assembly,
and requires only the installation of the fan cable, internal
I/O (input/output) cable, and eight screws. The I/O back-

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig.2. Packaging of the Model 520 Computer begins with a structuralfoam base (a) to which
is added a sheet-metal"bucket," two aluminum die castings,a printed circuit board, and wiring
harnesses (b). The various modules are then inserted (c) and the covers are put an (d).
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plane board and two card guides are attachedto the inside
of the right rear chamber,and with the ac line filter module
and a metal door, form the I/O and massmemory controller
card cage.The line filter module housesthe circuit breaker
and ac line filter. It is placed on the top of the right rear
chamberand installed with four screws.The power supply
module is inserted into the center rear chamber. The ac
line from the line filter module is coupled to the power
supply and four captive fastenersare tightened to secure
the assembly.The printer module is installed into the space
directly in front of the processorand power supply modules
and is securedwith two captive fasteners.The massmemory modules are located directly in front of the I/O card
cage. These devices require the attachment of dedicated
cables to their controller boards and the tightening of three
captive fasteners.The last module installed (Fig. 2c) is the
keyboard,which usesfour captive fasteners.Each module
can be removed independently. Each module is also fully
guided during installation to ensure proper connector
alignment.
The covers (Fig. 2d) provide more than a clean appearance and EMI suppression.The rear cover provides access
to the ac line circuit breaker from the front of the machine
and housesthe printer paper tray and the tilt mechanism
supporting the CRT display. The front cover allows access
to the power supply module's diagnosticLEDs (light emitting diodes)without turning the machine off. It also allows
the massmemory devicesand printer to be accessedwithout removing the CRT display. All screws used to attach
both of these covers are captive. These features greatly
reduce the time neededto accessthe interior modules for
service.
The side accessdoors, base reinforcement strips, and
keyboardcoverare installed last. The keyboardcover snaps
into position over the keyboard. The base reinforcement
strips snap onto the left and right rear sides of the base
and two screws on each strip are tightened to provide the
required structural strength.Thesestrips allow easyaccess
to the bottom of the processormodule and the I/O card
module when removed.The side accessdoors.which also

snap into position, provide accessto the processor,I/O,
and mass memory diagnostic LEDs without turning the
machine off. They also provide easyaccessto the processor
module cards and the IiO cards.
An external interfacemodule was designedto allow the
use of earlier HP 9845 Computer CRT displays for the
Model 520. This interface is attached to the CRT display
assemblyand the assemblyis placed on the two pedestals
on top of the rear cover. Installation of the display also
completesthe electricalconnectionto the Model 520'sbase
automatically.
System Cooling
The high level of integration and performance in the
Model 520presentedthe packagingchallengeof dissipating
a heat load of approximately 900 watts. High reliability is
achieved by maintaining device junction temperaturesat
levels significantly lessthan the maximum value specified
by the device manufacturer.Under worst-caseconditions,
the temperaturesinside the Model 520 do not exceed80%
of the maximum junction temperaturespecification.These
worst-caseconditions occur when the machine is fully
loaded and operatedin a 40'C ambient temperatureat457O
m elevation.The 40'C temperaturelimit is imposed by the
mass storagemedia. The other modules are designedfor
reliable operation up to 55'C. The VO cards are inside the
machine, where forced-air cooling allows these high-performancecardsto maintain reliable operationeven at 55oC.
In a typical environment of 25"C at sea level, component
temperaturesare maintained at approximately 50% of the
maximum junction temperature.
The results of early tests dictated the creation of a large
inlet plenum and three air flow chambersfor the Model
520. This arrangementequalizes the air volume flowing
through the processor,power supply, VO, and massmemory modules. Two broad inlets reduce the pressuredrop
through the inlet screen and provide cooling along the
entire length of the keyboard.The printer heat load is distributed equally between the air supplies for the power
supply and the processormodules. An aluminum die-cast
(continuedon page 7)
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Fig. 3. CRT display tilt mechanism located inside each of the
two pedestals on top of the rear
cover of the Model 520 (see Fig.
2d). This design adapts to different CRT display option weights by
simply changing the positionof
the spring-landing part fastened
to the display.
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Low-Tech Modeling for Better Design
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That sounds like an unbelievableincrease,but it is easy to
Design is an iterativeprocess. Mother Nature,the grand deon
demonstrate.Usuallya designerfirst makes mechanicaldrawsignerof all time,is stilltryingout new modelsand variations
ingsof a new part.Thento verifythe design,the designersends
basic designsthat have been in productionfor thousandsand
the drawingsto a model shop to have one or two parts made.
millionsof years.Eachnew versionis submittedto rigoroustestlf this traditionalapproach had been used for the Model 520
ing. The ones that pass are approvedfor furtherproduction,the
failuresfade away.
design, the time involvedfor a typical part might have been a
It isn'treallythat much differentwhen humansdesign,except
couple of days on the drawing and then several days in the
modelshop.
that they generallyoperate on a differenttime scale, which at
However, a serviceablefoam-core mockup (a 3-D sketch)
HP is called a schedule.In the case of a productlike the HP
could be made in an hourortwo,fittedto otherparts,and modified
9000 Model 520 Computer,the time scale was measuredin
in minutes if necessary.The ieedback was almost immediate,
months.About 60% of those monthswere spent deciding what
and the effort requiredto change things was so slight that the
the product was going to be: what its component parts would
process almost encouragedus to build the part again. So we
be, how big it shouldbe, whatit shouldlooklike,etc.Thenthere
could have two iterationsin 2Io 4 hours,while the model shop
was an intense period of several months in which the actual
approachmighttake 40 to B0 hours.Forthe morecomplexparts,
designof the productpackagewas accomplished.
creatingthe mockup first was the quickestway for the designer
The major objectiveof this period was to convertthe images
intoactualhardware
to visualizethe part beforedoing the initialdrawing,savingdays
of variouspartsin variousdesigners'minds
or weeks ol drawing time.
that could be manufactured,
assembled,tested,sold, and serThe first drawingswere only rudimentarylayouts,tryingto obviced. Making more than one of somethinginvariablyleads to
tain the best machine configurationin terms of cooling airflow,
mass-production
techniquessuch as tooling.This presentsa
etc. Manyof the compoergonomics,accessibility,serviceability,
severescheduleand cost constraintall by itself,for the tool for
nent modules were already well-definedin terms of size and
a oart likethe structuralfoam base of the Model 520 took weeks
Module,the thermalprinter,and
The Model520 hasfive
shape-the Memory/Processor
to designand build,and was expensive,
the two S%-inchflexibleand hard disc drives.These were repmajor structuralfoam parts,four die castingsand a coupleof
tooledplasticparts.All o1the toolsfor these
dozen miscellaneous
parts took time to produce and cost money, which meant that
we really wanted to do it right the first time. So there was our
of the defundamental
challenge:achievingsufficientiterations
sign early enough to have hlgh confidencethat the first tooled
parts would be correct.
A few words about the design process-a product designer
at HP is responsiblefor conceivingand definingthe physical
parts used in the product. Many are standard parts that we
purchase from vendors or are used in other HP productsscrews,connectors,cables,electronicparts,etc. But otherswe
designspecificallyfor one product,and in the case of an integrateddesktopcomputerlikethe Model520, this includedthe
case parts plus most of the structuralparts inslde.Conceiving
each part is one phase-deciding what it must do and how best
to accomplishthe task, and consideringthe many alternatives
at each step. Documentingthe solutionis anotherphase,and
the basic3-viewmechanical
drawingls stilltheprimarydocument
that directs other people in producingthe part.
The Model 520 is not a simple product,and the odds were
extremelyslightthat each memberof the design team would be
]!l*r"
l.
able to sit at the drawing board and create drawings of parts,
*
and that all of these parts would fit together properly, lt is
'*
a big enoughchallengeto visualizeand drawone part,let alone
l
hundredsof interconnected
ones.So we wereaftera wayto letthe
designteamvisualize,
makemistakes,and improvethe designs
until we got what we wanted, and then to make the tools with
some confidencethat they would be rightthe firsttime.
The technique we used was modeling, which ts common
enough,The differenttwistwas that we did not go high{ech with
expensive,
complex,computer-aidedthree-dimensionaldrafting,
but went low{ech with foam-coreboard (a styrofoamano paper
form of cardboard),sharp knives,and hofmelt glue. Despitethis
unsophisticatedapproach,the increasein our productivitywas
Fig. 1. Foam-core board model of an early prototype of the
on the order of 20 to 40 times in the crucial early design phase
package design for the HP 9000 Model 520 Computer at
two assemb/y steps.

-::":'_":1""
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resentedby simplefoam-coreboxes whilethe nondelinedparts
took shape in modelsand drawings.We eventuallyconstructed
an entiremachineout of these low-techmodels (Fig. 1). In fact
at a quarterlyreview,we presenteda 35-mmslide show in which
we sequentiallyshowed each module or part, first by itselfand
then in place in the product,progressingjust as productionwould
assemblethe oroduct until we had built a finished Model 520.
This gave us a high levelof confidencethat we understoodwhat
the variousparts were, how they relatedand interconnectedto
one another,what fit, access, and airflowproblemsthere were,
etc. The only drawback was nervousnesson the part ol lab
managementbecause we had the design so far along, but in
the wrong material-cardboard.
The foam-coreboard'sstrengthas a modelingtool came from
itseaseof fabrication.lt seemsobviousthat a cardboardmockup
of a die castingcan share littlemore of the physicalcharacteristics of the real part than its shape. But it was surprisinghow
much we could tell fromthe model parts-where they wereweak,
the real parts were weak. So they did serveto warn us of fundamentalflawsin our structuraldesignapproach.
We did not go directlyfromfoam-coreboardto the finaltooling.
Instead we took an intermediatestep and created temporary
toolingfor most of the major parts-rubber molds and urethane
parts for the structuralfoam components,and sand castings
insteadof die castings.The reasonsweretimeand money.These
temporarytools were much less expensiveand the parts they
made allowedus to get morequicklyintothe designevaluation
phase because of their better structuralcharacteristics.And
when we found the need for changes, they were easy to accomplish,meaningquick and inexpensive.

rear grill with aerodynamicallystreamlinedribs is used to
eliminate high outlet pressuredrop while providing structural strength and .operatorprotection. Supplemental air
inlets are provided in the sides of the base and around the
top massmemory faceplatebezel to provide additional air
to the processormodule and the mass memory conholler
cards. They also compensatefor any I/O chamber inlet
blockagecausedby the two mass memory devices.
The fans are mounted on the rear of the machine.Instead
of the more common ac fans, dc fans are used. A dc fan
provides more consistentair output sinceits supply voltage
is usually regulated, while an ac fan's air output varies
with a changein the ac line voltageand/or frequency.The
dc fan speedin the Model 520 is increasedin three discrete
steps according to system load, ambient temperature,and
altitude. This provides reliable system operation over a
wide rangeof operatingconditions while reducing audible
noise.
Interconnect
Ideally the electrical connectionsto other modules and
componentsshould be completed or broken automatically
when a module is inserted or removed. In the Model szO,
most of the modules are designedso that this occurs.This
aids in testing, and makesthe final assemblyof the mainframe much faster-just drop in the modules and close up
the machine. But, if the automatic interconnectmethod is
not reliable, it is not worth doing. The key problem to
overcomeis the alignment of the connectors.A small misalignment between two mating connectorsplaces a lot of
stresson the contacts.This usuallv leads to intermittent

Only after buildingseveralproductionprototypesdid we start
cutting hard tools.One measureof success of the design effort
is the cost of the changesthat had to be made to the finaltooling.
On at leastone previousproduct in our division'spast,we spent
the tooling budget about three times. Firstwe bought the tools,
but becauseof the Schedulepressure,the parts design had not
been adequately verified and many changes were requtred.
The total bill for tool modificationsto make the changes nearly
equalledthe originalinvestment.
Thenwe startedrunningproduction quantitiesand it became apparentthat the tools were
so patched up from the correctionsthat we neededto startfrom
scratchand buy new tools,spendingthe toolingbudgeta third
time. For the Model 520, our model-oriented
designapproach
encouraged lots of iteratjonsearly and the use of temporary
tooling to prove the design reduced the total tool bill. Of this,
about 6% was spent on temporarydevelopmenttoolsand parts,
and about 9% was spent on changes to the final tools. So we
didn'tspendthetoolingbudgetthreetimes,butonly.l.15times.
So low{ech modelingpaid off on both ends-early in the design phase where it enabled us to look at many alternativesand
evolvethe best ones quickly,and laterat the end of the development cycle when design changesare so costly.All in all, our
investmentin modeling tools was less than $1000 (foam-core
board,knives,glue guns,and glue sticks),but our savingswere
in the hundredsof thousandsof dollars,makinga nice returnon
our rathermodest investment.
Steven F. Anderson
IndustrialDesigner
FortCollinsSystemsDivision

and/or hard failures. In the Model 520, alignment pins are
used to locate each module accurately.These pins in the
base of the machine engagereceptaclesin the modules to
align the connectors.
Another objective was to eliminate any differential motion between mated connectors.This differential motion
causesfretting corrosion on the connector contactswhich
could lead to connectorfailure. In vibration, a module can
easily move slightly relative to a mating connector.Even
a small movement can be detrimental. The Model 520's
designusesa floating connectorschemeto solve this probIem. The connectorsare mounted using shoulder screws
so that they can move 0.5mm in all directions.This requires
a connector that can align itself with its mate without
damagingany contactseven if the two connectorsare initially misaligned by as much as one millimeter. Since the
connector is no longer rigidly attached to the structure, it
can move to eliminate all relative motion.
All this leads up to an even bigger problem-how to
connect the CRT display electrically to the base.Here the
problem is that the display must be able to be tilted and
the connectorsmust locatethemselvesto the bottom of the
display when it is set at different angles.The solution adds
another level of floating alignment. The base connectors
are mounted with shoulder screws to a connector plate
that has two large locator pins with over 5 mm of lead-in
taper per side.The plate is spring-loadedagainstthe bottom
of the CRT display to follow it through its rangeof motion.
The connectors are as close as possible to the center of
rotation to minimize their motion relativeto the mainframe.
When the display is installed, the locator pins find their
MAy i984 HEWLETT-PAoKARD
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holes in the casting on the bottom of the display and move
the connectorplate to the proper position and angle.After
installation, the spring-loadedconnectorplate follows the
display as it is tilted, guaranteeing a reliable electrical
connection.
CRT Display Tilt Mounting
The tilt mechanism(Fig. 3) inside eachof the two pedestals supporting the CRT display performs three basic functions. It provides a spring force to counterbalance the
weight of the CRT display, it has a latch to secure the
display to the mainframe, and it provides adequatefriction
force to maintain the display in a selectedposition. Within
the mechanical stops, the tilt is infinitely adjustable. The
operator simply tilts the CRT to the position desired, and
it stays where the operator leaves it. The same mechanism
works for both the HP 987604 color CRT display option,
which weighs over 32 kg, and the standard HP 9B7B0A
monochromatic display option, which weighs only 16 kg.
The tilt mechanism consists of five major parts: support,
spring, balancearm, spring landing, and pivot. The support
is the frame that holds the parts together. The spring provides the force to counteract the weight of the display. The
balance arm transfersthe force to the spring landing, which
is mounted on the casting on the bottom of the display
assembly so that it holds the balance arm at the right position to balance the display properly. The position of the
spring landing is different for the two CRT display options.
The pivot is also mounted to the CRT display and simply
acts as a pivot point for tilting the display.
Each pedestalon the rear cover of the Model 520'sbase
assemblyprovides a notch for the pivot to settle into, and
then the latch simply grabs it like a finger. The display
rests entirely on the pivot and spring landing as shown.
The different position of the spring landing on the two
different display options allows the same mechanism to
counterbalancethem both. No adjustments need to be made
to the tilt mechanism to switch displays.
Friction is added to the system for two reasons.The
counterbalance force is not exact, but an approximation.
Also friction is needed to compensate for variations in
spring forces, weight, center of gravity, and mechanical
dimensions.
The pivot and spring landing are part of the interface
module mounted on the bottom of the display. This module
houses one printed circuit board and allows the color and

monochromatic displays for the HP 9845 Computer to be
used also on the Model 520. For future displays, the same
design can be used by simply locating the spring landing
in the right place.
Mechanical Design
Accessto the Memory/ProcessorModule on one side of
the Model 520 and to the I/O and mass memory card cage
on the other does not allow a sidewall on the structural
foam base. The resulting flat shape at the rear of the base
does not have good bend resistance.Another decision
caused additional concern about this inherent weakness.
In the design of the keyboard area, a number of air intake
openings are incorporated under a cantilevered extension
of the base. This extension forms a nest for the keyboard
module and provides a cable route for the electrical connections to the main printed circuit board. The air openings
further weaken the base to bending. AIso, the extension is
subject to extra bending forces, because it is likely to be
leaned upon and becauseit presentsa convenient handle
for a user wanting to move the computer.
A number of enhancementswere made to the basedesign
to provide the needed strength. The cooling air openings
are reinforced by adding triangular gussetsat the edge of
each opening on the inside and outside of the part. The
gussetsalso enhance the flow of plastic in the mold to fill
the forward portion of the base.A rein-forcementresembling
an I beam turned over on its side is incorporated into each
base sidewall. The most important structural addition is
attached to the planar rear part of the base:another I-beam
structure was added lying down and fastened to the base
(Fig. 2b). A die-cast aluminum rear panel forms the top of
the I and another die casting forms the bottom of the I. A
folded aluminum sheet-metal part with a U-shaped cross
section joins the two castings.The module adapter plates
or covers tie the forward and rear castings together for
added strength. An extruded aluminum strip is screwed
to the front and rear castings on each side to further support the base, This extrusion can be removed to service
the CPU and mass memory boards. Two rubber rollers are
installed at the rear of the baseto aid in moving the Model
520,becausethe combined weight of the color CRT display
option and the mainframe can be as much as 73 kg. The
computer can be raised by using the cantilevered keyboard
as a handle to clear the front footpads from the resting surface and then it can be wheeled to a new position.

Fig.4. Ihe conductiveropegasket used to seal the Model 520's
enclosure against EMI is located
between lhe case halves and retained in place by ultrasonically
deformingtwo parallel rowsof oval
bosses as shown. The triangular
ramps ensure conductive contact
befuveenthe case halves.
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The design was modeled using 6-mm thick plywood for
the base and folded 2.5-mm thick aluminum for the castings. A goal of less than 3 mm of deflection at the joint
between the mainframe and the keyboard was set so that
there would be a safetyfactor to prevent excessiveflexural
relative movement between electrical connector pairs.
Such movementcan causedisengagementor fretting of the
metal contactsurfacesof the connectorsand lead to failure.
The initial model demonstrateda deflection in excessof
3 mm betweenthe basesidewall and the front casting.The
joint is made acceptableby adding a 2-mm thick piece of
aluminum bent into an L shapein two directionsto provide
stiffness.This piece is screwedto the sidewall and bolted
to the casting.The folded sheet-metalmodel simulated the
casting successfully.Sheetmetal could have been used in
production in place of the castingsfor structural reasons,
but die castingoffersversatility for fasteningmodules,making contact with conductive EMI gaskets,and mounting
fans, and it provides adequatestrengthwith Iess material
and fewer process steps. The plywood model was duplicated several times and used to support the monochromatic or color CRT displays and the prototype
keyboard assembly.These units were used for hardware
and softwaretesting of breadboardelectronicsand the prototype stageof the Model szo.
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Suppressionof electromagneticinterferenceto meet regulatory agencylimits is accomplishedby spraying the interior of the structural foam plastic partswith a conductive
nickel-basepaint. A cylindrical woven wire mesh with a
compressiblefoam-rubbercore rope is attachedto the interior of the housing parts. This material compresses
againstthe metal-encasedmodules at their outside interface with the base and covers,forming a seal around the
periphery of the mainframe to prevent electromagnetic
waves from getting in or out. Tradeoffsbetween EMI sealing
and cooling air flow requirementsare made at air inlet and
outlet areas.Wire screenis placed over the air inlet openings in contact with the conductive coating on the inside
of the base and an open grid pattern is cast into the rearpanel air outlets to satisfy both requirements.
The optimum compressiveforce for the selectedgasket
material is 0.67 kg/cm. Since the periphery of the mainframe is approximately 2540 cm, we faced another distortion problem when the covers were attached.The covers
were pushed away from the mainframe in areasaway from
the captive fastener locations. The problem is overcome
by incorporating a channel to retain the gasketrope and
provide intermittent contact. The channel is established
by a double row of oval bossesraised off the interior of the
structural foam part (Fig. +). The intermittent contact is
provided by placing a triangular ramp midway between
each pair of oval bosses.A 30-mm interval betweenramps
provides enough contact pressureto suppressemission of
EMI from the housings and to reduce the compressive
forces between covers and modules by 75o/o.The gasket
rope is retained in the channel by an ultrasonic staking
processon selectedboss pairs. The cut ends of the rope
are potted with a silicone rubber and terminated within
the structural foam housing in holes molded into bosses

at the endsof the channel.
Fasteners
The quantity of screw fastenerscan become large in a
computerof this size.Differentlengthsand sizescompound
the problem of putting the correct screw in the correct
place. A goal to minimize the number of different kinds
and sizeswas set. There are five types: captive screws for
the housing covers,captive screwsof another type for the
modules, self-tapping (into plastic) screws, and two
machine screws (metric 3 and metric 3.5).The total quantity of fastenersis minimized by using as large a screw as
possible for each application. The larger screws meet
strength requirements with fewer numbers. The decrease
in assemblytime by having fewer fastenersis enhancedby
the use of air-powered, adjustable-torquedrivers on the
assemblyline.
The captive screw assemblyin the coversis basedon a
regular M4 pan-headmachine screw.A flat washer and an
external-toothlocking washerareinstalled under the screw
head and the screw is then installed into a metal insert
that is ultrasonically pressedinto the cover. The screw is
retained in place by pushing a neoprenerubber O ring over
the screw threads. The holes in the cover for the captive
screws are oversizedto provide for alignment tolerances.
In the original design of the cover this left too small an
area in contact between the washer and the hole. Hence,
the screwtightening torque of 1.4 N-m causedcompressive
failure of the plastic. The metal insert mentioned aboveis
required to overcome the compressiveload of the screw
head.
The captive screw used for the modules is a swaged-on
spring-loadedcommercial assembly.The spring loading is
necessaryto keep the threads from interfering when seating
the module on its connector. The swaged-ondesign and
the addition of a washer allow movement of the assembly
to align the screw to its mating threaded socket in the base
assembly.
The self-tappingscrewsused to fastenstructural components to the plastic basehave a specialhead.The tolerance
analysis for fasteningshowed that a washer would be required to transfer the tightening torque safely. The hole
size for the fastenerdetermined by the analysis does not
leave enough bearing area between the part to be fastened
and a common screwheadwithout the addition of a washer.
A standardhex-washerscrewhead style has sufficient area,
but requires a different drive. A common drive is desirable
on an assemblyline using air-powereddrivers.By combining the common drive recesswith the hex-washer head
style, it was possibleto retain a common drive and eliminate the separate washer necessary for use of other head
styles.
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The Toleranced Design of the Model 520 Computer
Someattentionto the effectsof dimensionalvariationsin component parts is a normal part of the design of any assembled
product. In the case of a product as denselypacked as the HP
9000 Model 520 Computer,this attentionis particularlycritical,
requiringa painstakingconsiderationof the accumulatedeffects
of individualtolerancesto ensureeasy assemblyof the product
and easy replacementol any failed modules later in the field.
To reviewsome basic principles,a toleranceis the allowable
range of variationin the dimensionsof a part. Thesetolerances
may be unilateralor bilateral.A unilateraltoleranceis taken to
one sideof a dimension(e.9.,a holediameterof 3.0 +0.13 mm).
A bilateraltoleranceoccurson both sidesof a dimension(e.9.,
a holepositionof 10.0t0.13 mm).
Toleranceshave a variety of origins. As the equipment lor
forming sheelmetal parts wears, lead-screw backlashes increase, as do punch{o-die clearances.These effects produce
variationsin hole placementand diameter.When a plastic part
is molded,it is subjectto inconsistentshrinkratesand constituent
material variations.The final part produced has dimensional
changes as a result.ln any kind of moldingor castingoperation
the cooling of the molten materialto the solid phase resultsin
internalstresses,thus warping the parts produced.
lf tolerancesare not accountedfor in the designof mechanical
parts, severalproblemsarise.The predominantproblem is dit
ficultor impossiblefits duringassembly.As thesefit problems
are discoveredon the productionline, redesignfor tolerances
mustoccurto conect them.Thesecorrectionstake placethrough
part specificationrevisions,obsoletingparts in stock,documentation updates, etc. In some instances,it may not be possible
to solve a tolerance problem, forcing production problems to
continuefor the entire product life cycle. Some toleranceproblemsresultin longterm intermittent
electricalconnections,requiring repetitiveservicingof equipmentthat onlyworksaftermerely
taking it apart and putting it back togetheragain.
The benefits of a toleranced mechanicaldesign are many:
easier productionline assembly,minimal productionchanges,
increasedelectricalinterconnectreliability,and generally,a bet
ter product.The abilityto use parts manufacturedwith tolerance
errors is increased.This allowsthe productionline to continue
manufacturingwhere otherwiseit would be halted.
A worst-casetolerance T1is typically assumed to be three
times the standarddeviationin the Gaussiandistributionof the
errors in the actual length of a dimension.lf a dimensionis
soecifiedas 1 t0.1. this meansthat its meanvalue is 1 with a
standarddeviationof 0.1 divided by 3, or 0.033.Thus,a dimension greaterthan 1.1 or lessthan 0.9 will occur al a frequency
oI 0.27"/o.
The overallstandard deviationis the souare root of the sum
oi the squaresof the individualstandarddeviations,or

.'': lIfi

(1)

Since the typical bilateraltoleranceis three times the standard
deviationfor a dimension,this equationmay be restatedas

T>: \6T?

e)

This equationcan be used for the sizingof a screw clearance
hole. For example,assume that a printed circuit board and a
sheet-metalplate are in perfect relativeposition,with zero loca-
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tion error betweenthem (Fig. 1a).Thesetwo parts need to have
a screwattachingthem.The screw protrudesthroughthe printed
circuit board and attachesto a hardwareinsertpressedinto the
sheet-metalplate. To analyze what the screw hole clearance
must be, the followingtolerancesmust be known:
Dimension
holeposition
Sheet-metal
Sheefmetalholeclearance
lnsertoutsidediameter
lnsertscrewthreadconcentricity
Printedcircuitboardholelocation
Printedcircuitboardholediameter

Tolerance
0 . 1 3m m
0.02 mm
0.025mm
0.02 mm
0 . 1 3m m
0.06 mm

G
screw----fi
Printed Circuit
Board
Threaded
lnsert

- f--___-]
r-_--J

/Sheet

Metal

(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig.1. Printed circuit board clearance hole sizing. (a) Single
mounting screw to aftach board to sheet-metalplate. The
size of the hole in the board for the screw must be large
enough to accommodate some misalignment and variation
in part dimensions.(b) Printedcircuit board in peilect position
relative to the sheet-metal plate. Note the misaligned holes
in the board for the tvvomounting screws. (c) Board skewed
relative to plate,but the hole dimensionsstillallow the mountrng screws to tit. (d) The mounting screw on the right does
not fit becausethe screw on the left wastightenedprematurely
with the board extremely skewed relative to the plate.

To determinethe screw clearancehole dimension,the overall
toleranceis determinedfrom equation(2):

Tolerance
0.13
0.02
0.025
o.o2
0.13
0.06
sum: 0.385"

Squareof
Tolerance
0.0169
0.0004
0.000625
0.0004
0.0169
0.0036
sum: 0.038825

Square root of sum of squaredtolerances:0.197*
The resultis the bilateraltolerancethat should be allowedfor
the radiusof the clearancehole.
When the printed circuit board and the sheet-metalplate are
in perfect relativeposition,the above clearancehole will work
with a 0.27o/o
reiectionlevel.To ensure perfect relativeposition,
all of the screwsfasteningthe boardto the platemust have been
started,but nottightened,as indicatedin Fig.1b,Thisguarantees
that the two partsare eitherin perfectrelativeposition,or at least
cloge enough to be functionalas an assembly as depicted in
Fig. 1c. lf one screw is tightened before the other screws are
started and the board is skewed too much relativeto the olate.
the other screws will be impossibleto fasten as shown in Fig.
'1 In
d. this case, the tightenedscrew(s)can be loosenedto allow
the relativepositionto shift for successfulassembly.
This screw attachmentexampleillustratesan extremelycommon and simple problem. lt also demonstrateshow to use the
statisticaltolerancemethod.While this example may not seem
very important,someworst-caseclearancesin practicalproduct
designsituationscan exceedthe screwhead diameter,requiring
a washerto allow propertighteningof the screw.The very same
situation,when analyzedstatisticallyto selectthe correctdimensions, may not requireany specialtreatment.
On the Model 520, our final design resultedin a three-level
approach.The three levels are attached to each other at controlled interfaces,enabling the control of toleranceaccumulations.Thesethree levelsof attachmenttake place at roughlythe
front-io-backand sideto-side midlinesof the Model520's base.
Thls allows toleranceaccumulationsto be more evenly distributedaboutthe instrumentJroma locationnearits centralvertical
axis.
The base is the first level and provides locatingfeaturesfor
the structuralcasting assembly,which is the second level.The
keyboard electronics,keyboard bezel, disc drives, and front
'Note that the worst-casetolerance is 95o/oworse than
the statisticaltolerance (0.385
comparedto 0.197).

us make the Model 520 manufacturable.
Brad Clements was a remarkably dynamic and effective
materials engineer. Thanks also to Cliff Delude who did
the original conceptual design and to Priscilla Berwick for
her help with drafting.

cover are directlylocatedby the base. This ensuresclose positioning to the base, and using only one major interfaceallows
few toleranceaccumulations.
The structuralcasting assembly is the second level of the
toleranceddesign.lt is composedof a frontcasting,a right-front
casting,a powersupplyhousing,and a rearcasting.The casting
assemblyis located relativeto the base by means of a locating
pin pressed into the base and projectingthrough a tight clearance hole in the front of the casting assembly.To locate the
casting assemblyalong the centerlineof the base, two tapered
indentationsin the bottomof the rearcastingfit overtwopedestals
with tapered sides cast in the rear of the base (see Fig. 2b on
page 4). The tapered fit of the base relativeto the rear casting
allows for a considerablevariationin differentiallengths from
front to back, while providingnegligiblevariationin lateralpositioning.
The positioningof the l/O backplaneagainstthe powersupply
housinglocatesthe mainframemotherboard.As the castingasassembly is installedin the base, the motherboard/backplane
sembly is formed.The final attachmentof the casting assembly
to the base then sandwichesthe motherboardinto its permanent
location.Thus,no fastenersare requiredto hold the motherboard
in place. After the motherboardis installed,the power supply
Module can be installed.
and Memory/Processor
The mountingplate of the processormodule is located by a
closely positionedhole-insertpair at the top center of the front
casting.Rotationalalignmentis accomplishedby taperedpedestals in the rear casting in the same manner that the structural
casting assembly is located with respect to the base. The l/O
area issimilarlyattachedto the top of the right-frontcasting.The
processor mounting lid floats relative to the processor module, allowingsimultaneousstress-freeelectricalinterconnectof
the processormoduleand accurate positioningof the mounting
tid.
Both the processormountinglid and the l/O lid planes have
insertsprojectingverticallyto align the positionof the rearcover.
The positioningmethodused is slmilarto that used in the base{ocastingassembly:one pointlocatesthe cover in two dimensions,
anotherreferencesthe angle.
The integralprinteris hung from the front casting,with its position set by base aligning pins.
It was determinedthat the most criticalpart in the overalltoleranced designis the structuralcastingassembly.In thisassembly,
the power supply module housing was found to be the most
critical oart. and was tooled as a class-Astamoed and formed
part. In addition,the holesin the castingare drilledusing drill
jigs with tight tolerances.
Joseph R. Milner
ProductDesigner
FortCollinsSystemsDivision
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GolorGraphicsDisplay for an Engineering
Workstation
by Daniel G. Schmidt

HISTORYhaveemm tr ANY PEOPLETHROUGHOUT

a great degree of flexibility and backward compatibility
with earlier HP color displays.
The graphicscircuitry usesa UPD7220graphics display
controller IC, which is an intelligent graphics peripheral
controller. This controller has at its disposal 64Kx16 bits
of dynamic graphics RAM. This RAM contains color map
information for each of the graphics pixels on the screen,
and can be accessedby the Model 520 via the graphics
controller. Using a graphics controller simplifies the circuitry and reduces the cost of the display without a great
lossin performance.This graphicscontroller generatesvectors for the 987604 at a speed greaterthan 28,000 pixels
per second.
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prefersnumeric or, at best,alphanumericcommunications.
This conflict is the father of the color graphicssubsystems
for computers. With such a subsystem,a computer can
deliver information to users in a much more efficient way.
The proper use of color graphicscan aid in simplifying the
interpretation of large amounts of complex data.
Cost is a major concern when considering the addition
of color graphicsto a computer system.The cost of an item
must be weighed againstits perceivedvalue beforea decision can be made as to whether the item is worth the price.
If color graphics can be supplied at a lower cost, then its
advantagescan be made availableto more users.
The HP 98760A Monitor Assembly is a color graphics
display subsystemdesigned for the HP 9000 Model 520
Computer with these goals in mind. The 987604 can display both alphanumeric (alpha) and graphics information
on its L3-inch-diagonalcolor CRT using a raster-scanformat. The alpha and graphics rastersare separateand can
be displayed individually or together.The systemsoftware
supportsnew featuressuch ascolor map graphicsand raster
size, and emulatesdisplays of earlier systemssuch as the
HP 9845CComputer.l
Graphics Attributes
The graphics raster fills the entire screen and is 512
pixels wide by 390 pixels high. The horizontal size of a
graphics pixel is 1.5 times that of an alpha pixel. Hence,
the alpha raster is narrower than the graphicsrasterby 32
graphics pixels and is centeredwithin the graphics raster
(Fig. r).
Four memory planesare availablefor the graphicsraster
with each pixel individually addressable.(The alpha display is not color mapped; alpha colors are handled differently as will be explained later.) The graphics memory
planesaddressa color map that can generateup to 16 colors
per frame.That is, the video circuitry is capableof displaying any choice of +og0 colors by altering the voltage on
each of the three CRT guns (16 levels per gun), and the
color map can contain referencesfor 16 choices.This allows the user to display single pixels of any of the selected
16 colors at the same time at different locations on the
screen.The systemsoftwarealso usesthe pixel dither patterns2used in earlier HP eight-color displays to provide a
variety of eye-averaged
colors that can be used at the same
time as the color map to provide areafill and shading.This
allows display of up to 4913 eye-averaged
colorsusing only
B of the 16 color map locations. This is simply emulating
HP's earlier eight-color displays by devoting half of the
color map to the basic eight colors. This gives the 98760A
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Alpha Attributes
The alpha raster is 720 dots wide by 390 dots high. Alphanumeric charactersare 9 dots wide by 15 dots high and
the alpha raster can display 26 lines of 80 characterseach.
The character set includes the 128 ASCII characters,a
semigraphicline drawing set, and either the HP European
extension or the fapaneseKatakanacharacters.The local
language extensions are detailed and are comparable to
those used in other HP products.
The alpha display and many of the sync signalsused by
the analogcircuitry are controlled by an MCOB45CRT controller IC located on the circuit board in the castingunderneath the CRT. The MC6B45requires system software initialization to provide the proper sync signals for either
60-Hz or 50-Hz operation.
The attributes for the alpha characters are contained in
six signals:UL(underline),lV (inversevideo), BL (blinking),
(contrnuedon page 14)

Fig. 1. Ihe graphics rasterfor the HP 98760A Color Display
fills the entire screen. The alpha rasler ls slightly smaller horizontally and is centered on the graphics raster as shown.

DetachedKeyboard Option for the Model SZOComputer
Late in the design phaseof the HP 9000 Model520 Computer,
after most ol the parts were already tooled, the German ergonomicstandardsZHl1618were first proposed.lThe Model
520 was designed as an integratedworkstationand like other
HP desktopcomputershas manyfeaturespackagedtogether
two mass memorydevices,a printer,a power supply,a Memory/
ProcessorModule,a CRT display,an l/O card cage, and a
keyboard.Whenthe initialproductdesignwas comparedto the
proposed ergonomic standards, some discrepancaeswere
noted.Somewereeasilybroughtintocompliance,
suchas going
from dark keycaps to ljghtly colored, textured keycaps. To
achieveproper workingheightsfor the keyboardand CRT, a
specialtablewas designedand is availablethroughHP'sComputerSuppliesOperation.The biggestnoncompliance
with the
ergonomicstandardswas that the Model 520's keyboard was
fixedwith respectto the display.The only adjustmentavailable
betweenthe keyboardand displaywas a self-holding
tiltfeature
for the CRT Detachingthe keyboardfrom the displaywas not
possible.A follow-ondesignprojectwas rnitiated
to correctthat
deficiency.
There are a few differentways to detach the keyboardfrom
the display.One obviousmethodis to packagethe keyboard
separatelyand mold a new base for the rest of the machine.
Similarly,
detachingthe CRT from the base would be a way to
meet the standard. These two solutionswere undesirablebecause of high toolingcosts and difficultcabling.Also, neither
solutionis easilyinterchangeable
with the existingdesign.For
manufacturing
simplicityand possiblemodification
by customers, the use of parts alreadyused in the standardmachineis
best. The detachedkeyboardwas also needed quicklysince
the proposedergonomicstandardswere scheduledto become
mandatoryin Germany.The best solutionwould be quick, use

mostof the same parts,and minimizetoolingand development
costs.
The Model 520 keyboard consistsof a purchasedkeyboard
assemblyand an HP-builtscannerboard.The scannerboard
interfaces
withthe restof the machinethroughthe l/O processor
bus and receivesand distributesthe power for the keyboard.
The keyswitchassemblyand the scannerboardare electrically
connectedwith a 20-lineflat cable.The majorchallengeof the
detached keyboarddesign for the Model 520 was determining
whatto do withthe scannerboard lf placedoutsidethe machine,
up to 100 signalswould haveto go with it. The cable would be
very largeand requirevery good EMIshielding lf it stayedin a
shortenedbase, the only volumeavailablefor the board was
ertheracrossthe frontof the machine,whichwouldblockcooling
airflow,or standingnextto the printeras a two-boardpackage.
A two-boardpackagewouldhaverequiredmuch moredevelopment time and a new place to mountthe Model 520's beeper.
The easiestsolutionwas to leavethe base and scannerooaro
assembiyintactand just bring out the 20 signalsbetweenthe
scannerboardandthe keyswitch
assembly.
Thatwasthemethod
chosen,The resultis shownin Fig. 1.
Leavingthe scannerboardin the base requiredcoverrngthe
board and providingfor its mechanicalmounting.In addition,
the coverand mountmustmakeall of the necessaryconciucrive
connectionsto the RFI gaskets,and providea place to mount
printedcircuitboard.Thosefunctionsare
an interconnect/buffer
carriedout by a weldedsheet-metal
assembly.A moldedcover
snaps onto this piece and providesa surfacefor the keyswitch
assemblyto reston. A removableexrensionis providedto give
more surface for the keyboard. The extensioncan be stored
under the molded cover along with flexiblediscs, tapes, and
otherthin items.
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Fig. 1. The detached keyboard
(Option G02) of the HP 9000
Model 520 Computer is avarlable
in Europe and complies with German erganomtc requrrements
specified by the ZH11618 standard.
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The keyswitchassemblyis packaged betweena sheet-metal
base and a structuralfoam molded bezel.The cable connection
to the mainframeis made at the keyboard and is fully hidden
under the rear overhang of the bezel. The rear overhang also
provides a recess for the cable. When the keyboard is placed
on a table, it can be tiltedtq a 1O-degreeangle using its built-in
foldinglegs.
The keyboard cable is 90 cm long, providingenough cable
to place the keyboardto the right or left of the base, or on the
operator'slap. The cable tucks into the recessin the back of the
keyboardand drops into a hole at the back of the base cover.
The final solutionmeets the German ergonomic requirements,
ZHl/618. The option is easy to add at anytime and requiresless
than 20 special parts.The major drawbacksof this solutionare
that the keycaps are higher than those of the fixed keyboard
i when the detached keyboard is sitting on the scanner board
and that the front end of the computersometimesgets in
[_cover

the way. To solve these problems,anotherwork table was designed that has a recessed area for the main computer and a
movable work surfacethat can cover the front of the machineThe work table also makes it possibleto place a graphicstablet
directly in front of the CRT display with the keyboardlocatedto
eitherside.
The detachedkeyboardversion,OptionG02, of the Model520
and its companionwork table are availableonly in Europeat this
time.

R (red), G (green),and B (blue). Each gx15 charactercell
can be individually addressedwith respectto each of these
attributes. This allows each character in any combination
of charactersto be one of eight different colors: red, green,
blue, yellow, cyan, magenta, white, and black. And, each
character in any combination of characters can be underlined and/orblinking and/or inverse video. These attributes
are the same in the 987704 High-PerformanceColor Display so that user programs will run on both displays.
Alpha pixels are dominant over graphics pixels.
Whenever an alpha pixel is present, it is displayed undisturbed, while a graphics pixel at the same location on the
screen is not visible. Becauseaesthetic concerns required
the widening of just the inverse characters to make them
more visible, a circuit to stretch the rising edge of each
inverted alpha pixel by one half is included in the 987604.
If the character is not inverted. the stretch circuit is turned
off.

pixel. Each four-bit field from the color map is used to
drive a different gun in the CRT to one of 16 levels of
intensity. The addressesapplied to the RAM come from a
multiplexer, which can select either the four video lines
from the graphics shift registers (output gate array) for display refresh or the DB12to DB15data lines from the Model
520's VO processorbus to allow the Model 520's CPU to
accessthe RAMs.
The video mixing circuitry mixes the alpha video with
the graphics video, making alpha dominant over graphics.
Advanced Schottky TTL circuits are used for the digital-toanalog (D-to-A) drivers to obtain fast rise and fall times,
and to reduce skew between the red, gleen, and blue color
channels and the high-to-low and low-to-high transitions.
The graphics lines are fed into five NAND gates in each
channel with the combined blanking signal able to gatethe
graphics off. A sixth NANDgate in each channel is devoted
to.alpha and is driven only when the graphics display is
forced off by the alpha pipeline. The single alpha driver is

Hardware Design
A block diagram of the color graphics circuitry is shown
in Fig. 2. The video shift registers consist of three 16-bit
latches and four 16-bit shift registers. To reduce the cost,
these shift registers are incorporated into an output gate
array. The gate array receives data bits in parallel from the
graphics memory for display refresh and shifts these bits
out, four at a time, at the graphics video rate.
The gate aray design lowered the cost and raised the
reliability of the systemby eliminating many TTL packages.
The estimated failure rate of the one chip compared to its
TTL equivalent shows a marked improvement in reliability.
The cost savings came mostly in the board space saved.
Without the gate array, the digital board could not have
contained all of the necessar1rTTL logic. Since the board
size was fixed by its location in the mechanical layout, a
design to accommodate a larger board would have been
much more expensive.
The outputs of the color map RAM define the colors seen
on the face of the screen. The color map RAM consists of
three high-speed16x4-bit static RAMs which map a fourbit address into 12 bits of color information. The graphics
RAM contains an addressto the color map for eachgraphics
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Flg. 2. Block diagram of color graphics circuitry for the
987604.

made equivalent in CRT brightness to all five graphics
driverscombinedby using a smallerD-to-A resistorvalue.
The D-to-A and bias voltage circuits provide the interface
between the digital video signals and the analog drive requirements of the video amplifier input stage.The interface
signal yields increasing display brightness with increasing
sink current. The beam-off level corresponds to black on
the display. Becauseofthe variationsand drift ofthe cutoff
voltagesfor each gun in the tube, it is necessaryto make
the change in sink current between black and the first visible shadelarger than the step size between adjacent visible
shades. The threshold of visibility is set approximately
halfway between black and the first visible shade. This
guaranteesthat the black level will always yield black on
the display and that the lowest shadewill be visible. The
remaining stepsbetween shadesare equal in size.
The D-to-A circuit was chosen for its cosVperformance
ratio. The D-to-A circuit is fast and is coupled directly to
the video amplifier, which has a 12-ns rise time. Cunent
is sunk through the resistors in an B-4-z,,J.
weighted resistor
network. A fifth resistor receives an offset signal, which is
present whenever a nonblack graphics dot is being displayed, This causes the larger sink current step between
the black level and other brightness shades.
All components and component values in the 987604
are critical for proper operation and suppressionof EMI
felectromagnetic interference]. Changing the individual
boards in the system could result in poor picture quality
becauseof variations in the exact values of the components
on the boards.To reduce repair costs and avoid the need
to readjustthe CRTwhen a boardmust be replaced,a means
was devised to add a special resistor on each board at the
factory that compensatesfor measured differences in the
component values.
The 98760A Color Display meets the requirementsfor
EMI suppression,level B. This was difficult to achieve
becauseof the fast (51-MHz)video circuitry, but it qualifies
the device for unlicensed residential use.

Cost
The 987604 has a low price for four main reasons.The
output gate array and the discrete D-to-A converters have
already beenmentioned, Another reasonwas the leveraging
of the printed circuit and tube assembliesused for the color
display of the earlier HP 9000 Model 236 Computer (formerly designatedasthe HP 9836CJ.The video board,sweep
board, power supply, and CRT tube are used in both the
Model 236's color display and the 98760A (Fig. 3). This
reduced the R&D investment and lowers the production
costs of both systems.
The fourth reasonfor lower cost is the use of an in-line
CRT tube. Although the color purity is not as good as that
attainable with a delta-gun configuration, it is acceptable
and using in-line tubes lowers the cost considerably.The
CRT's yoke is matched to the tube, which eliminates both
drift and the need for user convergence.Built-in convergence and purity simplifies the vertical and horizontal
sweepcircuits so much that while providing adequateperformance in noncritical applications, it also produces a
more efficient and reliable product at a greatlyreducedcost.
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GraphicsSubsystem
BASIGLanguage
a 32-BitWorkstation
by KennethW. Lewis,Alan D. Ward,and Xuan Bui
Itr GRAPHICS LANGUAGE SUBSYSTEM fOT thE
HP 9000 Model 520 Computerprovides high-performance, device-independent, interactive graphics via
BASIC languagekeywords. The rich set of features and the
friendly BASIC environment facilitate construction of such
applications as data display, graphical monitoring of realtime events, two- and three-dimensional drafting systems,
and CAD modeling systems.
Two major objectives guided the definition of the
graphics subsystem-increase the performance and extend
the power and functionality of the graphics languageused
in the earlier IIP 9845CComputer.l'2 The graphics language
extensions were influenced by the ACM SIGGRAPHCORE
standard. The interest in this standard was caused by a
growing number of implementations and users in the industry. The AGP graphics package for the HP 1000 Computer and the Series 500 HP-UX operating system is based
on this standard as a precedent. Therefore, the graphics
extensions made for the Model 520 are functionally similar
to those defined by CORE.Transportability of existing HP
9845C programs is an important consideration for current
customersupgrading to the Model 520 Computer. This provided the objective to generatea product that is a superset
of the language used in the HP 9845C.

Graphics Features
Multiple Device Access.The HP 9845Cintroduced the concept of multiple plotting devices. This concept was extended to include the logical view surface concept defined
by the COREstandard. Also, multiple active input devices
are now available with this new system. The selection of
graphics devices is done dynamically during the execution
of a BASIC program.
2-D and 3-D Plotting. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional line and surface primitives are provided. Lines
can be specified by individual BASIC statements, or an
array of lines can be constructed and plotted with one
statement.Regular and irregular polygons can be generated
and filled with the desired color. Two-dimensional and
three-dimensional modeling and viewing transformations
are provided for generating an image from these primitives
(Figs. 1, 2, and 3). The specification of these transformations uses the same model as the AGP graphics package,
facilitating a common understanding of both packagesand
transportation of programs. The transformations can be
used for generating instances of objects and nesting of subobjects,as well as for positioning a view of these objects.
Three-dimensional viewing transformations are highly
intensive in floating-point operations. The Series 500 CPU
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional view
generated by the Model 520
BASIC graphics subsystem. A
portion of the program for this view
is given in Fig. 2. Note that text
can be treated as a graphics object (For Sa/e slgn).

1 0 GINIT3D
INITIALIZE
GRAPHICS
SYSTEMTO3D
20 v t E W P O | N T 1 2 , 4 , - 4 5
SETSTHEPOINTYOUARELOOKINGAT
18,- 10,_30
30 VIEWNORMAL
SETSTHEDIRECTION
YOUARELOOKING
40 w t N D o w- 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1
SETSWINOOWTO
BECENTEREDABOUTVIEWPOINT
50 VIEWDISTANCETO
SETSDISTANCEFROMVIEWPOINT
TOWINOOW
- 2
60 PROJECTPERSPECTIVE
ESTABLISHES
O,O,
A PERSPECTIVE
VIEW:1.E.,
70
DEFINESA VIEWINGPYRAMIDALONGWITHWINDOW
80 PLOTTERIS"INTERNAL''
INITIALIZE
PLOTTER
90 GRAPHICSON
TURNGRAPHICSRASTERON
100
CALL Draw_sign
110
CALLDraw-house
12O
CALL Draw-grass
130 END
140 !
160 SUB Draw-sign
170 ! This subroutinedraws a For Sale sign
180
PEN 1
- 15
190
MOVE8.1,3.5,
200
GTEXTORTENT-1,0,0,0,1,0
! SETSGRAPHICAL
TEXTORIENTATION
210
GTEXTS|ZE1.1,1.0
! SETSSIZEOFGRAPHICALTEXT
22O
GTEXTJUST.5,.5
! CENTER.JUSTIFIESTHE
GRAPHICALTEXT
230
GTEXT"FORSALE''
240
MOVE-4,0, -20
! THEFOLLOWING
SEQUENCE
DRAWSTHE
250
DRAW-4,2,-20
!
SIGNAROUNDTHETEXT
260
MOVE -4.2,0,-20
a
a

330
340
350
360
370
380

SUBEND
!
SUB Draw-house
! This subroutine draws a house

MOVE0,0,-30
DRAWO,O,_45
a
a
SUBEND
SUB Draw-grass
a

provides high-performance floating-point operations for
these transformations.3The hardware is an excellent match
for the 3-D features.
Graphical Text. The AGP and CORE definitions provide
mechanisms for including text as part of objects within a
picture. The text can be positioned, scaled,and rotated to
be part of a 2-D or 3-D object.For example,a viewed scene
might include a sign with text on it (Fig. 1). The text and
the other primitives composing the object are displayed as
specified by the current viewing transformation. By comparison, graphics labels in the HP 9845C are not part of
the object, but are used to annotate a plot. Changing the
view of the object changes the position of a label, but not
its appearance. These labels act as if they were overlays
on the view surface. Thus, the label remains legible independently of the view of the object selected.
Both of these types of graphical text are useful depending
on the iob to be done. Model 520 BASIC provides statements to generateboth types. In addition, the fonts used
for generation of the characterscan be defined by the user.

Fig. 2. Partial listing of graphics
program for view shown in Fig. 1.
See Flg. 3 for a depiction of the
viewing parameters specified in
lines20 to 60.

Thus, Gothic or Roman characters can be viewed as part
of an object or used to annotate a plot.
Input Device Tracking. Interactive graphics systems use
input device tracking to provide operator feedback. The
position of a locator graphics input device is echoed on a
plotting device. For example, the position of the stylus on
an HP 9111A GraphicsTablet is mimicked on the integral
display of the Model 520 by using the graphics cursor of
the display. The Model 520 BASIC graphicssystemallows
this tracking to be done concurrently with the execution
of the user's program. This is implemented via a tracking
process that executes asynchronously with the process
executing the program. Thirty times a second the tracking
processwakes up, reads the locator device position, updates the plotter echo position, and goesback to sleep.This
provides a smooth, continuous updating of the echo position, facilitating operator interaction with the program. In
turn, the program does not need to be concerned with continually providing the operator with this feedback. Tracking can, of course, be terminated, or it can be established
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specify, using an ONbranch, that a particular routine is to
be invoked when the event occurs.This freesthe program
from constantly checking the event queue for events and
provides for true event-driven program design.
Extensibility
The Model 520 BASIC graphics system software is designedto separatedevice-independentprocessingfrom device-dependentprocessing.The device-independentportions of the pipeline transform output primitives to virtual
device coordinates. Device-dependent drivers are concerned with the peculiarities and coordinate systems of
individual peripheral devices.These drivers map the virtual coordinatesinto the hardware device coordinatesand
perform any required formatting and I/O.
This structure allows the easy addition of new device
drivers. Thus, this graphics subsystemcan be easily extended to take advantage of new peripherals. The recent
release of the HP 970624 Color Video Interface and
the HP 970604 Graphics Processorillustrates this extensibility and demonstratesthe ability to support future
peripherals.

Fig.3. Viewingpyramid (shaded area) specified by program
given in Fig. 2 as seen (a) looking along Y axis from +y to
-y, and (b) looking along X axis from + x to -x. The coordinates of the reference point in the scene to be viewed are
specified in line 20. The direction of the normal from the
vtewing window (display screen) to this reference point is
specified in line 30. The position of the window about the
normal is specified by line 40 and the distance of the window
from the reference point is specified in line 50. Line 60
specifles the location of the observer's eye with respect to
the window.
between multiple pairs of input and plotting devices. The
performance of the program suffers only a 7o/odegradation
because of this tracking.

Asynchronous Graphlcs Input
Interactive graphics often uses graphics input device
events to trigger an action. A Model 520 BASIC program
can handle input from severalgraphicsinput devices.The
operator can press the stylus or select a menu item on a
digitizing tablet. These events are captured very quickly
under interrupt and placed in an event queue that can be
sampled later by the program.In addition, the programcan
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High Performance
A major goal was to provide high-performancegraphics.
The original goal was to generatevectors ten times faster
than the rate for the HP 9845C Computer of 250 vectors
per second.The Model 520 Computerfar exceedsthis goal.
Two-dimensional vectors can be generated in buffered
mode at 5500 vectors/s(seeFig. 4).
Many components contribute to this performance.The
Series500 32-bit processor'sspeedand the vector generation rates of the HP sB77oADisplay for the Model 520 are
essential.In addition, the performancereflects a planned
tuning phase in the implementation process.
The tuning tools available to the design team included
a debugger that allowed execution tracing and a software
scopethat provided execution time profiling. These tools
were the key to minimum effort in performance tuning.
They allowed detailed analysis of software performance
and bottlenecks.This enabledselectivetuning and recoding efforts to be concentratedon the areasthat could provide the largestdividends.
The code modularity was also a contributing factor to
the performance.The implementation is basedon a modular design with ease of system construction, ease of
maintenance,and reliability as primary goals.This same
modularity permitted independent tuning of bottlenecks
and experimentation with alternative algorithms and code
sequences.Entire modules were rewritten without impact
on the overall system.The result of this tuning effort was
a sixfold performanceimprovement over that for the untuned code.
The generation of the viewing transformation matrix was
a performancebottleneckuntil the tuning effortsimproved
the performance.Each vector endpoint is multiplied by
this matrix to transform the point into virtual device coordinates.The matrix is logically constructedwhen the viewing operationchangesby multiplying the matricesdefining
the component transformations to generatethe transformation matrix. To reduce the time to composethis matrix, a

2-D DRAW
3-D DRAW
2-D PLor(-)
3-D PLor(.)

4000
E

I
o
o

3500

E 3ooo
o
o

I

2soo
2000
1500
1000
500

program was written to multiply matrices defined in terms
of symbolic equations. This yields a transformation matrix
with individual elementsexpressedas equations.The values for the transformation matrix can be generated at run
time by evaluation of these equations using currentvariable
values rather than the standard matrix multiplications.
These equations are simpler than the original matrix multiplication, becausemany terms cancelor combine.Hence,
the number of required operations at run time is greatly
reduced.
Reliability
The quality and reliability of the Model 520 graphics
software is the result of executing a carefully thought-out
test plan during the quality assuranceproject phase. This
plan included code reading by authors and nonauthors as
well as construction of test programs. Automated test programs were written to exercise all lines of code. The unattended operation of testsallowed reverification of most of
the system after bug fixes. Only a few tests using operator
intervention were required to extend the coverageto all of
the graphics code. Severaltools were developed just for
the graphics software to increase the thoroughness of the
tests. One tool used the special debugginginstructions of
the processorto generateerror conditions artificially. This
allows simulation of I/O errors and out-of-memory conditions to test the software error recovery and reporting. A
pseudographicsdevicedriver was written that could record
all data transmitted to the driver. The automated test suite
compared the data recorded by this driver with previously
generated data that had been checked for correctness. To
ensure that the tests were in fact exercising all of the code,
a coverage monitor was written that used the processor
debugging instructions to measure exactly what lines of
code had been executed. Tests were added to the suite
based on the information gathered with this tool.

Fig. 4. The graphics system for
the desktop Series500 Computer,
the HP 9000 Model 520, provides
a vector generationrate more than
20 times faster than that provided
by the earlierHP gB45CComputer
(250 vectorsls).
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Multiprogramming in Model szo BASIC
The hardwareof the HP 9000 Series500 Computersprovides
32-bit processingsysa high-performance,multiple-processor,
tem. The challengefacing the designersof the BASICsoftware
for the Model 520 Computerwas to exploit the capabilitiesof
this systemfully in the form of a friendly,integratedBASICworkstation.A key objectiveis to increaseuser productivity.
To help achievethis objective,Model 520 BASICprovidesa
single-usermultiprogrammingsystem.This powerfulfeatureallows the user to create and control multiple independentprogramming environments,called partitions.Each partitionis, in
effect, a virtual computer that containsits own program, data,
and l/O resources,and has its own complete,independentstate.
Each partitioncan run programs,interactwith the user, access
all of the computer'sresourcesand peripherals,and use all the
featuresand statementsof BASICas though it were a complete
and indeoendentBASICmachine.
Multiple partitionsenable the user to perform many different
tasks concurrently.The user can use multiplepartitionsto develop programswhile executingothers,to executeseveralindependent programssimultaneously,
or to execute severalcooperating programsconcurrentlyto solve a single problem.Partitions provide a mechanismfor a single BASIC user to take full
architectureof the Model
advantage of the multiple-processor
520 Computer.
Foreground and Background Operation
As an integratedsingle-userBASIC workstation,the Model
520 Computer provides a single display and keyboard. Each
partition,however,has a virtual display and keyboardthrough
which the partitioninteractswith the user.At any giventime,only
one partitionis connected logicallyto the physicaldisplay and
keyboard.This partitionis called the {oregroundpartition,while
all others are called background partitions.All key inputs are
directedto theforegroundpartition,and the foregroundpartition's
virtual display is visible on the display. A special key on the
keyboardforces the next partitionin the list of existingpartitions
to become the foregroundpartition.Similarly,the current foreground partitioncan allow anotherpartitionto become the foreground partitionvia an ATTACH
statement.
The displaycan be dividedintologicallyindependentsections,
called screens,which can be defined as rectangularareas of a
specilic number of lines and charactersstartingat a particular
positionon the display.A screenhas all of the display'sattributes
and it can be eitherpublicor private.Publicscreensare visible
at all times. However,privatescreensare visible only when the
partitionowningthem is the foregroundpartition.Publicand private screensenable the user to print alphanumericinformation
to differentareas of the display from various partitionswith or
withoutaftectingother partitions'alphanumericdisplays.Public
screensare usefulfor displayinginformationabout background
partitions.
Screens can overlap on the display. When screens overlap,
the mostrecentlyaccessedscreenis displayedin the overlapped
area. The display update algorithmis analogousto a stack of
papers in which the most recentlyaccessed sheet is placed at
the top of the stack, obscuringall overlappingsheetsbelow.
Memory Management
The internalSeries500 operatingsystem,called SUN,l manages and allocatesmemoryto the partitions.When a partitionis
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created,the operatingsystemestablishesa new addressspace
for the partitionand allocatesan initialamountof memoryfor the
partition.As the memoryrequirementsfor a partition'scode and
data change,the operatingsystemdynamicallyreallocatessystem memoryas required.Unusedmemoryis normallyreclaimed
from partitionson demand for use by other partitions.However,
it is possibleto create a private partitionthat is not subject to
any memory recoveryprocedures.When a partitionis created,
it is possibleto specifya statementto be executedin the context
of the new partition.This can be used to force a new partition
to load and executean arbitraryprogram.
Partition Process Model
Each partitionresidesin its own address space. At least two
processesexistin the addressspace of each partitionand share
a user segmenttable,a commonglobal data segment,and other
data segments.Theselocal data segmentsmaintainthe stateof
the virtualmachinefor the partition.The executiveprocessexecutes the editor,parses user programlines and keyboardcommands, managesthe state of the user program, and performs
any programload functions.The run processcompilesand executes user programsand commands,and allocatesand deallocates user variables. In addition, a human interface process
bufferskeystrokesand communicateswiththe executiveprocess
of the currentforegroundpartition.The human interfaceprocess
is a systemprocessthat attachesitselfto the addressspace of
the current foreground partitionto gain access to the proper
address range. Other processesare created in the partitionas
needed to support asynchronousl/O and timer functions.An
operatingsystemprocess performsmemorymanagementfunctions like dynamic stack extensionand partitioncreation.
Partation Priority and Scheduling
Each partitionand each process in a partitionare assigneda
priority.The SUN operatingsystemallocatesthe CPU resources
of the systemto unblockedprocessesbased on this priority.The
process
operatingsystemalwaysdispatchesthe highest-priority
systemwith n CPUs,
that is not blocked.In a multiple-processor
the n highesfpriorityunblocked processesexecute in parallel.
Processesof equalprioritysharethe CPUresourcesof the system
in a round-robinmanner.
Interruptprioritypartitionscan be created that execute at a
higher prioritythan all other processes,even systemprocesses.
Combined with a preemptivescheduler,interruptprioritypartitions providepredictabilityand increasedperformancein servicing interrupts.
Synchronization via Events and Locks
Partitionscan be synchronizedand resourcescan be managed between partitionsthroughthe use of events.Eventsare
user-namedsemaphoresthat are globallyaccessibleby all partitions.The operationsprovided by the BASICstatementswAlr
FoR EVENTand cAUsEEVENTmap directlyonto the DowN and
UP semaphoreoperationsused by the operatingsystem.In adis possiblethroughthe oN
communication
dition,interpartition
EVENTstatement,which definesan asynchronousbranch to be
taken wheneveran event occurs in the system.
Datacan be sharedbetweenpartitionsthroughthe use of files.
To providehigh-speedaccess to shared data, memoryresident
volumes can be created. Files allocated on memory resident

volumescan be accessed withoutany latentdevice delay. Accessestoallfilescan be synchronizedbetweenpartitionsthrough
statements.which ensureexclusive
the use of LOCKand UNLOCK
access to a file.
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l/O Featuresof Model520 BASIC
by Gary D. Fritz and MichaelL. Kolesar
VEN THOUGH the HP 9000 Model 520 Computer
is not targeted for the controller market, it was considered necessaryto include controller-type operations in its BASIC languagesystem.Many potential customers want to be able to read data from instruments, use the
computational power of this 32-bit computer to process
the data, display the data graphically, and then control
other instruments using this new data. The I/O language
for Model 520 BASIC was designedto fill this need.
Given these goals, several objectives were established.
Of primary importance, as in nearly every other facet of
the system, was performance. The Model 520 provides a
tremendous computational price/performance advantage
over the previous generation (the HP 9845 Computer), and
the same improvement was desired for its I/O capability.
Several features that were missing or difficult to use in the
HP 9845 are added or improved on the Model 520. The
Model 520VO commandswere to be ascompatibleaspossible
with the earlier HP 9845 commands, while adding new I/O
features and staying fully compatible with the Series 200
Computers. Last, it was important to provide an I/O languagethat was sa{eto use in a multitasking environment.
Unified l/O
Probably the most important contribution of Model 520
BASIC is the concept of unified I/O. This feature causes
all I/O resources to look the same. Using unified I/O, a
user's program can accessa file, device, or user-defined
buffer with almost no changeto the program. Even different
file types, which may have vastly differing internal structures,canbe accessedby the samecommands.For example,
the Model 520 can read and write its native SDF hieralchical format discs, discs written by the HP 9825, HP 9835,
and HP 9845 Computers,and those rwitten using LIF (logical interchange format, a company-wide HP disc format)

by Series 200 Computers or other systems. Data is stored
in totally different ways on these disc formats, but the
user's program need not be aware of this. When the program
opens a file, the underlying operating system takes care of
determining the disc format and file type, and managesall
further interactions with the file. Later references to the
file can blindly read and write data, and it is automatically
reformatted as required by the target file. This may involve
turning internal-format numbers into their ASCII equivalents, converting the Model 520's IEEE binary floatingpoint numbers into the HP 9845's BCD format, or other
transformations.
This uniform interface to UO resourcesis made possible
by the division of VO statements into two categories:declarative and data movement statements. The declarative
lS create an I/O path
statementssuch as ASSIGNor PRINTER
identifier describing what kind of I/O resource is to be
accessed,where it is located,how it is to be accessed,etc.
The data movers such as ENTERand OUTPUTthen use this
preselected data path without worrying about its characteristics. They just specify which data path is to be used
and which values are to be read or written. The VO system
then uses the attributes associated with the data path to
decide how the data should be formatted, whether it should
be buffered for later driver calls, whether the file system
or the device drivers should be invoked, which parameters
they should be passed,and so on. (Seebox on page22fot
examples.)
This schemehas several advantages.It allows the specification of the data path to be located in one place, making
it easy to find and maintain. If at a later time the user
decides to change the location or properties of the I/O resource, only a few statementsmust be changed. Similarly,
in many casesthe user can write I/O programs that do not
care about the eventual target device.
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BASIC Language I/O Examples
Example1:
This example illustratesthe use of the ASStcNstatementto
establishthe attributesto be usedwitha varietyof devicerequirements,Two programsare shown:one for the HP 9845 Computer
and one for the Model 520 Computer.The device requirements
are:
Device 1 on the HP-IB at select code 7 and bus address 6
requiresthat a carriage return-CHR$(13Fbe sent at end of
line, that a delay of 200 ms is needed to ensure processing
of the line, and that it wants to be run SER|AL.
Device2 on the sameHP-lBat selectcode 7 and bus address
4 requiresthe normalcarriage-returnlineJeedsequenceand
no delay, but needs Eot assertedwith the last characterand
wantslo run overlaooeo.
The deviceon selectcode B is a 16-bitparallelinterfaceand
it wants unformatted16-bitword transfers(wHS)directlyfrom
an integerarray in overlappedmode.
Thefollowingtwo programsshowthe equivalentHP 9845and
Model 520 statements,
HP 9845 Statements:
1OOVERLAP

700 EOL 7; CHR$(I3),200
710SEBIAL
720 OUTPUT7.6: "Hi there."
730 EOL 7 ! Back to defaultfor other devices
740 OVERLAP! Restoreglobal mode
750 OUTPUT7,4 USING"#,K"; "Be there!"&CHR$(13)
! SuppressEOL
760 EOI 7; 10 ! EOIwith lineleed
770 OUTPUTI WHS,NO FORMAT;Aintege(*)

TRANSFER
Statement
It is often desirableto be able to spawn asynchronous
reads or writes that proceedin parallel with the execution
of the user's program.This allows the program to proceed
with computationsinvolving existing data while new data
is coming in. The HP 9845'ssolution to provide this paralIelism is OVERLAP
mode. This allows the use of normal
ENTER
and OUTPUT
commands,with the program continuing as soonasthe I/O transactionhasbeenstarted.However,
this solution is difficult to use effectivelyand causesadditional overheadin all expressionevaluation, which often
slows down execution unnecessarily,Since there is no
explicit user-levelsynchronizationwith the asynchronous
data transfer, the VO subsystemhas to managethe synchronization itself. This involves a complex mechanism
using "busy bits" associatedwith eachuservariable.When
processis initiated, all the variables
an overlapped eruTER
to be changed by the processhave their busy bits set. If
the user then tries to accessany of these variablesbefore
the ENTERprocesshas completed,the program waits until
the variablehas beenupdated and its busy bit cleared.This
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Model 520 Statements:
1OOVERLAP
20 ASSIGN@ Busdevl TO 706; EOL CHR$(14)DELAY.2, SERTAL
30 ASSIGN@ Busdev2TO 704
40 ASSIGN@ WorddevTO 8; WORD,FORMATOFF

710 OUTPUT@lBusdevl; "Hi there."
750 OUTPUT@ Busdev2;"Be there!",END
770 OUTPUT@ Worddev;Aintege(*)

Example 2:
the use of the Model520'sTRANSFER
Thisexampleillustrates
statementto read ahead for an EtlteR statement.The program
triesto stayahead
continuously
is designedso thattheTRANSFER
of the ENTER
statement'sneed lor data by using direct memory
lf successthe program'scomputation.
accessinputoverlapping
processneverwaitsfor data to be broughtin f rom
ful, the ENTER
disc memory.Of course,if the calculationpart is shortenough,
process still may not be fast enoughto keep up.
the TRANSFER
Note that the formattingof the data into internalform is done by
the ENTERstatement.
TO "INPUTDATA:CS80,5,0"
10ASSIGN
@ Inputfile
TO BUFFEH[200001
20 ASSIGN@ Bufferin
END,CONT
EOR(COUNT20000),
30TBANSFER
@InputfileTO
@Butferin;
Realx(128),
Realy(128)
40 DIMENSION

500LooP
Realx(x),
Realy(*)
510ENTER
@ Butferin;
part)
. (compulation
8OOENDLOOP

approach requires too much overhead to check the busy
bit on every accessto every variable.
The solution adopted for Model 520 BASIC is to eliminate the overlapped ENTERand to copy the data in an
overlapped oUTPUTinto a temporary system buffer. This
eliminates the busy bits. In addition, the TRANSFER
statement was added to give the user better control over overprolapped input and output. The design of the TRANSFER
cesspermits the I/O control to stay in the low-level drivers,
thereby avoiding the overhead of transaction setup and
increasing throughput. As a result, properly configured
TRANSFER
statementscan achievecontinuoustransferrates
of over 500,000bytes/s to discs, and are limited only by
interface speedswhen talking to devices.
To use the TRANSFER
statement,the user must allocate
and define special buffers. These are different from the
invisible, system-allocatedbuffers that hold data during
user I/O statements.User-definedbuffers are explicitly allocated and deallocatedby the user, and have one other
major difference:they are conceptually circular [see box
on page 23). They are implemented using normal linear

Circular Buffer Operation
pointerconstraintswhich yield circular
A sample of Fill/Empty
buffer behavior(see diagram).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Emptyand Filtpoint to the next byte to be read or written.
Emptyis not allowedto pass Fill.
The buffer is empty when empty=pilland Full:False.
The buffer is full when Empty:5;11
and Full:True.

5. The buffer is resetwhen empry:pill:o and Full:False.
6. The buffer contains(Fitl-Empty)
mod N + N[(Fitt:Empty)'Fult]
unconsumedbytes,whereN is the buffersizein bytesand the
expressionin squarebracketsis equalto 1 when the bufferis
full and zero othemise.
7. WhenEmpty
or FillwouldincrementpastN- 1, theyarewrapped
back moduloN by successivelysubtractingN to keep themin
the range0 to N-1.
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memory, but the I/O system manages buffer reads and
writes so that the user never seesthe end of the buffer. If
a program tries to write past the end of the linear memory
in a buffer, the VO system automatically stops the write at
the end of the buffer and resumes r,vriting at the beginning
of the buffer. This is an extremely useful feature when a
program needs to pass data between a producer process
and a consumer process.The producer can write data into
the buffer, and the consumer can read data out of the buffer.
This is managedby maintaining two buffer pointers, called
Fill and Empty,which are advanced by the producer and
consumer, respectively. The I/O system guarantees that
these two pointers can never cross each other; that is, if
the producer writes data into the buffer faster than the
consumer can read it, the Fill pointer runs into the Empty
pointer and the producer then waits until the consumer
has read some of the data and advanced the Emptypointer.
Similarly, if the consumer reads data faster than the producer can supply it, the Emptypointer runs into the Fill
pointer and the consumer then waits until more data is
available. This feature and the circular structure of the
buffer allow continuous data transfers without worrying
about running out of buffer space.
User-defined buffers are used as intermediate data storprocess.Onceallocatedand described
agefor the TRANSFER
using the ASSIGNstatement,accessto a buffer looks just
like accessto a file or device. The main difference is that
or OUTPUT
instead of accessinga device directly, an ENTER
command reads or writes data into the buffer allocated for
the device. A TRANSFER
command performs the physical
VO between the buffer and a device or file. For example,
an OUTPUTstatement, acting as a producer, could write
data into a buffer. The data is already formatted as specified
process,a conby the ASSIGNstatement.The TRANSFER
sumer, then copies the data in the buffer to the target device

Consumer
reads
some of
the data

Producel
writes
much more
data. which
wraps around

or file using high-speed,low-overheadmethods.The same
and
example works in reversewith an in-bound TRANSFER
processis then the proan ENTERstatement;the TRANSFER
ducer and the ENTERstatement consumes the data in the
buffer. In this fashion the user can very easily implement
a read-ahead scheme by transferring data into the buffer
while the program is doing other work, and entering from
the buffer when the program needs the data, or outputting
to a buffer and letting a TRANSFER
statement do the actual
VO while the program continues,(Seethe secondexample
in the box on page 22.)
If no data refomatting is required, it is also quite easy
to set up a two-ended transfer. In this case,one TMNSFER
statement reads from a device or file into a buffer, and
another TRANSFER
statement writes the data in the buffer
out to another device or file.
The user has extensive control over how the TRANSFER
process synchronizes with the rest of the program. The
process can cause end-of-record (EoR) signals on userdefinable boundaries such as character count, character
match, end of file, or EOt (end or identify) on the HP-IB
UEEE488). These EORsignals,along with the user-definable end-of-transfer (EoT) signal, can be used to tell the
program when to read from or write to a buffer. The user's
program can either continue to do other work and optionally be notified of thesesignalsvia the asynchronousBASIC
ON branching statements, or wait for one of the signals,
thereby consuming no additional CPU time.
In an asynchronous multiprocess environment such as
or by BASIC partitions, it is
that presented by TRANSFER
crucial to ensure that the various processescooperate in
their use of I/O resources.Model 520 BASIC has adopted
a simple strategyto make sure that the user can write simple
multiprocess applications without fear of destructive interactions. Each VO statement, regardlessof the number of
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operatingsystem calls required to satisfy it, is considered
an "atomic" operation.That is, it is uninterruptable.Other
processestrying to accessthe same VO resource must wait
until the statement has completed. If exclusive control is
required over a longer term, there are several facilities (file
locking and everutsl that can be used to synchronize and
control accessto a resourcefor any desiredlength of time.
l/O Performance
The I/O group was faced with many challenges when
trying to achieve a performance improvement comparable
to the restof the Model 520BASICsystem.No technological
breakthroughs such as run-time compiling were available.
Unlike the HP 9845 and HP 9000 Series200 Computers,
the separateoperating systeml for the HP 9000 Series 500
Computers was not specifically designedfor the short transactions needed by controllers. In addition, the Series500
has a greatly expanded feature set and more complex
semantics than its controller cousins, and hard experience
has proven that "There is no such thing as a free lunch!"
In spite of these challenges,the group was able to achieve
10x faster performancecompared to that of the HP 9845,
with even greater speed when the multichannel DMA
hardware of the Series 500 is fully exploited.

formatting facility, which was expanded but remains a
superset of the HP 9845 BASIC commands, inclusion of
difficult-to-translate statementssuch as READ#/PRINT#,
and
support of the HP 9845 disc format and file types.In addition, many I/O statements and functions are translatable
by the Model 520 translator.z
Considerable effort was also expended to maintain complete compatibility with the Series 200 Computers (HP
9000 Models 276, 226, and 236). BASIC standardization
committees spent many hours to ensure that, barring
hardware dependencies such as interface register bit assignments, the semantics of both systemswere as identical
as possible. As a result of this effort, and thanks to the
ability of the Series5O0to read the Series200's LIF discs,
it is almost always possible to take a disc from a Series
200 Computer to a Series 500 Computer, GETa program,
and run it without change.
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Transportation to Other Computers
Compatibility with other HP products was a major goal
of the entire Model 520 BASIC project. It was recognized
that many HP 9845 customerswould want to upgrade their
applications to the Model 520 for its increasedcapacity,
computational power, and multitasking environment.
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A Compact,ReliablePowerSupplyfor an
AdvancedDesktopComputer
by Jack L. Burkman,HowellR. Felsenthal,ThomasO. Meyer,and WarrenG. Praft
THE Hp e000 MODEL 520 COMPUTER
-ECAUSE
E5has
several configurations, a key design goal for its
Hpower
supply module was provision for flexibility
in output currents and power. Theseconfigurations include
the various combinations of CPU, I/O processor,and RAM
finstrates that can be installed in the twelve slots of the
Model 520'sMemory/Processor
Module and the setof internal peripherals.The set of peripherals can include up to
four I/O adapters,two mass memory devices, a high-speed
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thermal printer, a keyboard, and a graphics display subsystem. These widely varying configurations, in addition to
requiring large variations in total output power, greatly
affected the design of individual supply outputs. If all required supply outputs were simultaneously loaded to their
maximum current ratings (a hypothetical load), the total
output power required would be about 830W.
Other key design goals included a power density commensurate with the volume available in a desktop worksta-

19V
12V
(Mass
Memory)
12V

6.7V

3.85V
-19V

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the
power supplymodulefor the HP
9000Series500 Computers.

Sequencang
Signals

tion, regulation and output protection consistent with the
requirements of the NMOS-IU VLSI technology used for
the 32-bit chip set, compliance with HP's Class B environmental specification for industrial and commercial environments, and high reliability.
The resulting power supply module developed for the
Model 520:
I Supplies up to 550 watts divided in a configuration-dependent manner among 12 outputs (10 of these are precisely regulated)
r Monitors and protects all outputs
r Provides power-up sequencing for the remainder of the
machine
r Meets stringent environmental and regulatory specifications
r Has a power density of r.ew per cubic inch.
This power supply is also used in other HP 9000 Series
500 Computers.
The electrical topology of the power supply is shown in
Fig. 1. The ac line filter module provides ac power to a
full-wave-bridge primary switching regulator circuit whose
outputs are 5V (regulated) and tlgV (unregulated). The
5V supply serves as the main logic supply voltage for the
Model 520 while the two unregulated outputs are for sub-

assembliesthat either do not have stringent regulation requirements or provide their own regulation. The 19V and
-19V outputs also serve as raw supplies from which many
other regulated supplies are derived. Four outputs, 3.85V
(usedby NMOS-il ICs),6.7V (NMOS-UIICs),12V (NMOSIII and other logic ICs), and 12V (mass memory), are developed from the 19V output using switching regulators.
Three outputs, -2V (NMOS-III ICs), FANI (fixed-speed dc
fan supply), and rRHz (variable-speed dc fan supply) are
developed from the -19V output using linear regulators
and a -12V logic output is developed using a switching
regulator.
The drive circuits for the primary switching regulator
and the sequencing and monitoring circuitry are powered
by an internal 16V bias supply. This 16V supply is available
as a low-current output in the Model 530 and Model 540
Computers. Outputs are individually monitored for overvoltage and undervoltage, temperatures are monitored in
the Series 500 Memory/Processor Module and the power
supply, and other conditions such as open access doors
are checked and individually reported. Seven logic signals
to control power-up and power-down operation are provided by the sequencing circuitry.
Mechanically, the supply is divided into two indepen-
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Flg. 2. Easlc circuit diagram ot
the primary switching regulator
circuit. SeeFig.3for more details.
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dent modules, the line filter module and the power supply
module. The line filter module contains the ac line filter,
circuit breaker, and associatedwiring. The power supply
module consists of three printed circuit board assemblies
and two major heat sink assemblies. The primary board
contains the primary switching regulator, the 5V output
circuitry, and the internal 16V bias supply. One heat sink
assembly is attached to this board to cool the four primary
switching transistors. The secondary board houses the
-f 19V output circuitry and the five remaining switching
regulators. The other heat sink assembly is attached to this
board to cool the -r19V rectifiers and the power devices
for four switching regulators and the -2V linear regulator.
The supervisor board contains monitoring and sequencing
circuitry as well as the linear regulators for the two dc fan
supplies, FAN1and FAN2.
Primary Switching Regulator
A simplified diagram of the primary switching regulator
circuit is shown in Fig. 2. V,a-, nominally 305Vdc, is an
unregulated voltage derived from tlie ac line voltage by
rectification and filtering. Transistors Q1 through Q4 are
driven to conduct in pairs to apply plus and minus V..alternately across the primary winding of transformer T1.
This voltage waveform (V,J, known as a pseudosquare
wave, is stepped down by T1 and rectified by diodes D5
and DO to create a pulse train of frequency 2/T, duty cycle
o, and magnitude V.Jn. The filter elements L1 and C1
smooth the waveform, producing a dc voltage cVr.*/n.
Since the filtering is not perfect, there is a small ac voltage
superimposedon the dc level. This ripple is limited to less
than 100 mV peak-to-peak.The output voltage V.,u is regulated by adjusting the duty cycle of the pseudosquare
wave (V,) to compensate for changes in V""*. The transformer's turns ratio was selectedso that the output remains
regulated over a wide variation in V.r*.

The main advantageof a switching supply is efficiency.
Becauseits semiconductor devices are either on or off, little
power is lost in regulation. Another advantageis size. The
heat sinks can be smaller because of the efficiency, and
smaller transformers and inductors can be used because
the switching frequency is high, The 29-kHz switching frequency used in the supply reduces the volume of a transformer capable of handling over 600W to less than 11 cubic
inches.
Unfortunately, the large voltage swings and current
levels produced in switching supplies can introduce component stressesand electrical noise that make poorly designed supplies unreliable. For this power supply, much
care has been taken to avoid the traditional switching supply design pitfalls. Particularly, attention was given to anything that might cause a switching transistor to fail.
The most common cause of transistor failure in this type
of switching supply is simultaneous conduction. This is a
transient condition in which both Q1 and Q2 or Q3 and
Q4 are on at the same instant. Since this effectively shortcircuits V""*, destructive current levels are easily attained
in the devices. Several measureshave been taken to avoid
this problem. First, the control circuitry provides a
minimum off time ol 2.5 1tsbetween conduction periods
as the duty cycle nears 100%. Second,a voltage-sensing
circuit turns off the drive to the bases of Qf through Qa
when the internal 16V bias voltage supply drops below
about 13V, This eliminates the possibility of simultaneous
conduction or insufficient base drive during power-up or
power-down. Finally, sources of noise that could affect
proper control-circuit operation are shielded, filtered, or
eliminated.
In Fig. 3, the basic regulator circuit is redrawn to show
the additional circuitry on the supply's primary board. Because T1, like all transformers, is far from ideal, several
additions are made to the basic circuit to ensure reliable
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Pseudosquare
Wave
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16VOutput

Fig.3. Primaryregulatorcitcuit
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operation. First, diodes D1 to D4 clamp the transients
caused by the inductance of T1. Second, capacitor C4
blocks the flow of direct current into the primary winding
of T1. Without C4, T1 could become saturated,reducing
its efficiency and greatly increasing the peak currents conducted by the primary switching transistors. Finally, the
switching load line is shapedby R2 and C6 to reduce the
amount of power dissipated in Q1 to Q4 during switching.
Line Voltage Selection. Either of two ac line voltage ranges
can be used by selectingthe proper line filter module. The
90-to-125Vacmodule is wired so that rectifier bridge 81
acts as a voltage doubler and the primary windings of T4
are in parallel. The 198-to-250Vacmodule configures81
as a full-wave rectifier and connects the primaries of T4
in series.This leaves the voltages on capacitorsC2, C3,
and C5 about the same in either range.
Protection. An important feature of the primary switching
regulator design is the protection scheme. The following
types of protection are provided:
r Input overvoltage protection in the 120Vac line filter
module. A gas dischargetube that acts as an open circuit
during normal operation is connected acrossthe ac line.
If a Series500 Computer configured for 120Vacoperation
is plugged into a 220Vac outlet, the dischargetube starts
arcing, thus tripping the machine's circuit breaker.
I The 5V output current is sensedacrossR1 and is limited
to 54A by the pulse width modulator circuit.
r The switching transistors Q1 to Q4 are protected from
excessivecurrents by an overcurrent sensingcircuit. Current flowing into the primary winding of Tt is sensed
through current transformer T2 by this circuit, and if the
peak current exceeds 1,1,.4A,the primary regulator is
turned off. This protects against shorts on the 19V or
- 19V outputs and largetransient loads on the 5V output.
r Loads are protected from some power supply malfunctions by the overvoltage sensing circuit and SCR1.If the
5V output voltage exceeds a safe level, it is shorted by
SCR1,which trips the primary overcurrent mechanism.
r Like the 5V output, the internal 16V bias supply (which
is a switching supply) also has current-limit and
overvoltage protection.
In power supplies of this size, start-up currents can be
enormous if not properly controlled. This supply module
usesthermistors and a soft-startcircuit to limit these inrush
currents.This reducesstresseson fusesand circuitbreakers
when a Series500 Computeris turned on, ThermistorsRTL
and RT2 limit the flow of current into C2 and C3 when
power is first applied. As they conduct, they quickly heat
up and their resistance becomes negligible. Shortly after
C2 and C3 are fully charged,the pulse width modulator
begins operating. The soft-start circuit controls the duty
cycle to bring the output slowly into regulation, avoiding
overstressingthe components.
Secondary Outputs
The key design goal for the secondaryboard was to provide eight outputs and 325 watts of output power in a
volume of 106 cubic inches. Six of these outputs require
tight regulation and, of these,four are at high current levels.
Switching regulators are used for the high-current outputs
to minimize dissipation and maintain tight regulation with-

out sacrificing reliability.
The basic series-switching regulator and associated
power switch circuit are shown in Fig. 4. Transistor Q1 is
alternately turned on and off with the timing duty cycle
controlled to provide the desired output voltage V". The
input voltage V1is applied to one end of the inductor (node
A) during the on period of Q1. The current 11in inductor
L1 increases linearly until Qr is turned off. To maintain
current flow through L1 during the off period, node A goes
negative causing the "catch" diode D1 to conduct. This
allows 11to decreaselinearly until Q1 is again turned on.
If the inductance is large enough to maintain current flow
during the off period, the output voltage is
Vo : ViToo /(To,+Torr) : V1x (Duty Cycle)
The inductance required to satisfy this condition is inversely proportional to load current and switching frequency. Becausethe load current Io is supposedto be constant, the ripple current in L1 (i.e., the ac component) is
shunted to ground by output capacitorC1. This ripple current contributes to output ripple voltage because of the
equivalent seriesresistance,or ESR, of the capacitor.The
ripple current is inversely proportional to both the inductance and the switching frequency.
A high switching frequency reduces output ripple and
the required inductance. However, a switching transistor
with nonzero turn-on and turn-off times dissipates power
at each transition. This dissipation is proportional to
switching frequency. Design of a compact yet efficient
series switching regulator requires careful tradeoffs between switching frequency, inductor value, capacitor ESR,
and the minimum load current.
The power switch is a critical element in a switching
regulator. For low dissipation it must have a small dc voltage drop in the on state and fast switching speed.A rugged
switch is crucial to the reliability of such a regulator. The
high-current secondary regulators use the switch circuit
shown in Fig. 4. When the output of the pulse width modulator is low, it turns on Q3, Q2, and then Q1. Because
transistor Q1 never goes into deep saturation (v6" of Q1
lo
+

Fig. 4. Baslc serles-swtchlngregulatorand power switch
circuits.
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An Automated Power Supply Test Station
In the past,automatedpowersupplytestinghasbeendifficult
to do becauseof high currentsand hazardous
or impossible
voltages.ForthesupplyusedintheHP9000Series500Computers, a completelyautomatedtest stationwas developed.This
stationis capableof testingeitherindividual
boardsor a completedpowersupplyassemblyunderin-circuit
conditions.
TheteststationusesHP-IB(IEEE488)instruments
anda customtestfixtureunderthecontrolof an HP9000Model226Computer(Fig.1). lt performs
morethan150powersupplytestsin
a fractionof the timerequiredto do themmanually.
lf a supply
failsa test,the test stationprovidesa printoutlistingthe test,
limits,and measuredvaluesto simplifytroubleshooting.
Test
modifications
can be done by a simplesoftwarechangeand
failureratestatistics
areeasilycollected.
In addition,theModel
226 providesa friendly,interactive
userinterface
whichallows
an operatorto monitorsystemstatusor if necessary,to settest
parameters
for troubleshooting.
Thetestfixtureis theheartof thesystem.lt contains
thesolidstateon/offrelay,the 110/220Vlinevoltageselectionrelay,and
the high-current
relaysto connectloadsto the supplyoutputs.
Variablelinevoltageis providedby a motor-controlled
variable
autotransformer.
Withthisvariablelinevoltage,the Supplycan
be testedin bothvoltagerangesautomatically.
Outputloading

up to 300Wis done with a programmable
load.Eachpower
supplyoutputcan be connected
to the loadby thehigh-current
relaysin the testfixtureto checkcurrentlimitsand voltageregfixed loadscontainedin the testfixtureare
ulation.Additional
usedwiththevariableloadto testthesupplyat itsratedcapacity.
Externalstimulifor checkingthe protectioncircuitryandfor poweringsmallsections
ofthesupplywhilethemainswitching
supply
isoffareprovided
bya programmable
HP60024PowerSupply.
Linevoltages,
digitalsignallevels,anddc and ripplevoltage
valuesare measuredby an HP34564DigitalVoltmeter.
An HP
frequency
53164Universal
Countermeasures
the operating
of
the supplyand the sequencing
of the power-upsignalson the
supply'smonitorboard.An HP34974DataAcquisition/Control
Unit multiplexes
the signalsto be measuredand controlsthe
functions
ol thetestfixture
To do a test,theoperatorsimplyplugsthe powersupplyinto
the fixtureand pressesthe appropriatesoftkeyon the Model
226.In minutes
thetestis complete,
the resultsareprinted,and
the fullytestedsupplyis readyfor use.
ThomasO. Meyer
Development
Engineer
FortCollinsSystemsDivision

AC Line
Voltage

Fig. 1. Ihrb automatedteststation
is a cusfom system controlled by
an HP 9000 Model 226 Computer
that automatical/ytests the power
supply modules used ln HP 9O0O
Series 500 Computers.

cannot be less than v,, of Q2), storage and fall times are
improved. The turn-off time of Ql is further improved by
connecting inductor L2 from its baseto its emitter. During
the on time, current increases linearly in L2. When Q2
turns off, the voltage across L2 reverses, drawing stored
charge out of Q1's base junction. Diodes D2 and D3 and
capacitor C2 clemp the voltage acrossL2 to prevent reverse
breakdown of Q1's base-emitter junction.
A narrow pulse width is required to convert 19V to 3.85V.
For this regulator, Q2 is clamped by Schottky diode D4.
This prevents deep saturation of Q2 and improves overall
turn-off time at the expense of a higher dc voltage drop
acrossQ1. The speedof this power switch allows operation
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at 60 kHz without excessive power loss.
An important design goal was to minimize the consequences of a failure. That is, a Series 500 Computer should
be protected from a fault in its power supply. Analysis
showed that suddenly short-circuiting a switching transistor could drive an output to over 25 volts for several milliseconds even if the primary switching regulator is turned
off instantly. This is a result of energy storagein the 19V
supply capacitors and the presenceof the output inductor.
Crowbar circuits on all switching regulators on the secondary board prevent this from happening. These circuits consist of an SCRand a control IC on each output. If an output
exceeds a set level, the associatedSCR is triggered, short-
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circuiting that output to ground. The crowbar circuits also
provide protection against a short circuit between supplies
anywhere in the computer.
Complementing the crowbar circuits, each regulated output has a current limit. These protect the regulators from
overload and prevent damage when a crowbar circuit is
triggered.
Supervisor Board
The supervisor board, as the name implies, monitors
operation of the entire power supply. In addition, it controls the three dc cooling fans and provides seven logic
signals to the mainframe. The major sections of the supervisor board are shown in Fig. 5.
The supervisor fault detection system plays a key role
in protecting a Series 500 Computer from power supply
failures. In addition to undervoltage and overvoltage sensing, it monitors door interlocks and the temperature of the
Memory/ProcessorModule. If any fault occurs, the primary
switching regulator is immediately turned off. While this
level of protection may not be unusual in large computer
power supply systems, it can make servicing difficult if
the supply continues shutting itself off. As an aid to servicing, the supervisor board displays the causeof a shutdown
on lights in the top cover of the supply module. To latch
and drive the appropriate lights for 1B different fault conditions economically, a gate-array circuit is used.
Regulatorsfor the three dc fans are also on the supervisor
board. A single regulator (FAN2)powers two of the fans for
low-, medium-, or high-speedoperation. Speed selection
is based on the temperature monitored by a thermistor
mounted on the secondary board's heat sink. This large
heat sink carries all the rectifiers, catch diodes, and pass
transistors except for the - 12V output circuit. Dissipation

tlf;,';"7,3* diasram
or suPeron this heat sink is roughly proportional to the total power
drawn. When the fans are switched to high speed, a signal
is sent to the host processor to inform the user of this
condition. The third fan is powered by a fixed-voltage regulator (FAN1)and operatesat low speed.
Two other supply status signals are sent to the host processor. PPONindicates that output voltages are in regulation. PFWsignals impending loss of output voltage regulation, allowing the computer time to enter an idle state.
In addition to providing status information, the supervisor board is responsible for waking up the host processor.
The NMOS-III Memory/Processor Module used in the
Series 500 Computers requires three signals, properly synchronized, to begin operation at power-up. The supervisor
board usesa ROM statemachine to generatethis sequence.
Mechanical Structure
The power supply has five major elements:three printed
circuit boards and two heat sink assemblies. These ele-

SecondaryBoard

SupervisorBoard

Fig. 6. Ihe flexibility of the power supply module's mechanical structure allows a slight angular distortion(exaggerated
herefor clarity)to reduce shearstresseson the connectors.
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ments are stacked together in a manner similar to an old
clock mechanism.In such a clock, top and bottom plates
capture meshed gearsto provide an assemblythat is dependent on adjacent elements for alignment and support. Iin
the Series500 power supply module, each element plays
a similar role in providing structural support for adjacent
elements.In addition, cooling air flow is diverted to areas
of high power density by the interaction of theseelements.
The three printed circuit boards are mounted vertically.
This arrangement minimizes problems associated with
moisture condensing on the boards in high-humidity conditions and allows logical routing of the power lines. A
cable routes the ac line voltage from the line filter module
to the top of the primary board. Three brass bars conduct
the 19V pseudosquarewave from the primary board to the
secondary board. All other power and signal lines are
routed to the computer's motherboard and then to the
appropriate board within the power supply or to the appropriate module within the computer.
The completed power supply resides in a sheet-metal
"bucket" within the Series500 Computer.To ensurereliable connector engagementduring insertion into this bucket, a three-stepalignment method is used. The plastic board
spacers attached to the end of the supply provide a gross
guide against the side of the bucket. When the connectors
are about 15 mm from engagement,pins attached to the

computer's motherboard engagereceptaclesattached to the
primary board and the secondary board. This brings the
connectorsto within 2 mm of the correct position. When the
connectorsare about 5 mm from engagement,details molded
into the connector housings complete the alignment.
Once the connectors are fully seated,captive screws attached to the lid are tightened. These screws are free to
float along the longitudinal axis of the power supply. This
ensures that connector pins and contacts are not subject
to a shearstress.The Ecrewsare not free to float perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. In this direction the completed
assembly is designed to allow its shape to change slightly
from a rectangle to a parallelogram (Fig. 6). This createsa
very small angular mismatch between the connector pins
and the connector contacts while minimizing any shear
loading. (This angular mismatch is small compared to the
angle variation occurring during production assembly and
soldering of the connectors.) Connector pin-to-contact engagementis statistically designed to ensure that the power
supply connectors will reliably engagethe mating connectors in the mainframe.
The power supply is produced as an independent module and is fully tested before installation. Once installed,
the supply can withstand 0.38-mm amplitude vibration at
5 to 55 Hz for a sustained period while remaining fully
functional. It can also withstand a 30g,11-mshalf-sine-wave
shock in any axis without damage.
Cooling
To improve reliability, device junction temperatures
should not exceed 80% of the maximum junction temperature rise specified by the manufacturer at 457Om altitude
and 55'C. In a typical environment of 2b'C at sea level,
device temperatures should be maintained below 50% of
the maximum junction temperature rise. In designing the
cooling for the power supply module, thermal derating
proved to be the greatestdesign challenge since up to 300W
is dissipatedinside a volume of lessthan 400 cubic inches.
Early modeling of the design,using paper models of the
boards and individual elements. allowed the air flow channels to be optimized. The primary and supervisor boards
enclose the first chamber. The second chamber is created
by the secondary board and the sheet-metal bucket wall.
These chambersare sized so that the air exiting both chamTO-3
Transistor
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Assembly

FIg. 7. Secondary board assembly. (a) With common heat
sink assembly installed. (b) With heat sink removed.
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Contact Pin

Circuit Board

Fig. 8, A customconnectorls used to connectthe power
lransisfors
on thesecondarvboard'sheatsinkto fhesecondarv circuitboard.

bers is the sametemperature. The dc fan located at the rear
of the power supply evacuatesthe power supply module.
The fan speed varies according to ambient temperature,
altitude, and load on the secondaryboard outputs.
The greatest packaging and cooling challenge occurred
on the secondary board (Fig. 7). The large number of components and high thermal load dictated the design of a
very compact and efficient heat exchanger that was easily
assembled. Individual power devices on the secondary
board can vary in thermal dissipation from one watt to
greater than 17 watts, depending on the load configuration
supported by the power supply. If discrete heat sinks
loaded to their maximum current ratings (a hypothetical
load) were used, there would be 12 heat sinks dissipating
more than 90W. By placing all major power deviceson one
heat sink. individual devices do not have to be cooled for
their worst-case power dissipations. Instead, the common
heat sink thermally links the devices so that increased
power dissipation in one device can be offset by decreased
power dissipation in an adjacent device. The common heat
sink can dissipate 75W under worst-caseconditions.
The common heat sink assembly consists of six power
diodes, five power transistors,one regulator,custom connectors, and a swaged heat sink. The heat sink is formed
by piercing, blanking, and machining a metal extrusion.
Many shallow slots parallel to the longitudinal axis are
formed into one side of the extrusion, Stamped aluminum
plates are inserted into the slots and the sides of the slots
are deformed or swaged into the plates. This creates an
economical heat sink that has five separatebanks of heat
exchanger plates (see Fig. 7). The short length of each of
these rows minimizes the growth of the air boundary layer
and optimizes the heat dissipationability of the heat sink.
The 6-mm thick base of the extrusion ensures a minimal
temperature difference between devices regardless of
power dissipation. The thermistor that provides temperature sensing for the fan control circuit is mounted in the
middle of this heat sink.

The power transistor packagesare attached to the heat
sink with a custom connector(Fig. A).The connectoris an
injection-molded piece that encapsulatesa double female
contact. The transistor leads are first inserted through an
electrically insulating but thermally conductive pad, then
through the heat sink, and finally into the connector. A
screw is inserted through the transistor case flange into a
nut or standoff held captive by the connector. This provides
the clamping force necessaryto ensure a low thermal impedance path from the device to the heat sink. The diodes
are attached to the heat sink with another electrically insulating pad and a custom plastic washer. The diode stud
is inserted through the pad, heat sink, and washer, and into
a threaded standoff held captive by the washer. (The washer
is pinned to the heat sink to prevent rotation of the standoff.) Brassstampingsare solderedto the diode terminals and
self-tapping screws attach them to the heat sink. This provides a self-contained module that can be simply plugged
into the secondaryboard.
As the heat sink assembly is plugged into the board,
guide pins attached to the secondaryboard ensure that the
connectors to the transistors on the heat sink are able to
engagepins soldered to the board. The connectors have a
molded detail that completes the guiding and ensuresthat
the pins are not damaged.
A similar heat sink module is used for the four primary
switching transistors on the primary board. This heat sink
is formed using a conventional fin extrusion and a drilled
base.The main filter capacitorsconstrictthe cross-sectional
area of the primary/supervisor board chamber to increase
the air velocity over this heat sink.
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Gompact32-BitSystemProcessingUnits
by Kevin W. Allen, Paul C. Christofanelli,RobertE. Kuseski,RonaldD. Larson,David Maitland,and
Larry J. Thayer
EWLETT-PACKARD'S proprietary VLSI NMOS-U
technology allows the integration of an entire 32-bit
central processingunit (CPU) on one chip.l This
technology has enabledHP to build high-performance32bit computersthat can be adapted to the customers'environment rather than forcing users to adapt to an environment that meets the computer specifications. An operating
temperature range of OoCto 55oC,use of standard ac line
voltages, and EMI (electromagnetic interference) certification allow the Model 530 and Model 540 SystemProcessing

Units (SPUs)of the HP 9000 Series 500 Computer family
to be used in a broad range of environments.In addition,
thorough testing was done to ensure that these SPUs and
their peripherals would work properly in the presence of
EMI and electrostaticdischarge(ESD).
Two packaging styles offer adaptability to customer
needs.The Model 530 fits into an industry standardrack
(Fig. 1a). The Model 540 matches a wide selection of HP
computer peripherals (Fig. 1b and Fig. 2). Both models
include a 32-bit CPU, yO processor,VO card cage,power
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for additional I/O cards.These SPUscan be configured with
either single-useror multiuser HP-UX operating systems.

(a)

,

(b)

Fig.1. The HP Model 530 (a) and Model 540 (b) System
ProcessrngUnits are based on HP's proprietary 32-bit VLSI
NMOS-lll circuits. The Model 530 is designed for rack-mount
configurationsand the Model 540 is designed for usein office
systemenvironments(see Fig. 2). Thesetwo processingunits,
like other members of the HP 9000 Serles 500 family, can
have more than one CPU and one llO processor for applications requiring the added performance. Both units can be
programmedand networkedusing HP'sHP-UXandLAN9000
sysrems.
supply, real-time clock, and hardware self-test. System performance and capabilities can be altered to meet individual
requirements by adding more CPUs for more performance,
more RAM for more memory space, or more I/O processors
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Architecture
The internal architecture of both models is shown in Fig.
3. The major architecturalblock is the Series500 Memory/
ProcessorModule;z which contains the CPU, RAM, and
I/O processor(IOP) for the SPU. Each functional subunit
of the Memory/ProcessorModule is contained on a single
copper-core"finstrate," which provides interconnect and
thermal dissipation for its IC chips.3 These finstrates are
connectedvia the memory processorbus (MPB) inside the
Memory/ProcessorModule. This bus provides a 36M-byte/s
communication path for the finstrates in the stack.
The circuitry on the finstrates is based on a VLSI chip
set built with HP's NMOS-U technology.aThis technology
providesalmost500,000transistorson a singlechip through
the useof 1.5-pm-widemetal interconnectlines with 1.0-pr.m
spacings.The chip setincludes CPU,IOP,memory controller, 128K-bit RAM, and clock buffer chips, which are
mounted and bonded directly to the finstrates. All of the
chips run with an 1B-MHz,nonoverlapping clock.
The CPUfinstratecontainsa single-chip32-bit microprocessorwith a 9K x 38-bit microcode instruction set cycling
with a 55-ns period. Each I/O processorsupports up to
eight I/O channels with direct memory access(DMAJ capability on each channel. Each RAM finstrate has a memory
controller chip that provides correction for single-bit errors
and detection of double-bit errors.All of this is done with
a pipelined architecturethat achievesa 110-nsRAM cycle
time. SPU performanceand capabilitiescan be tailored by
selecting various configurations of up to twelve finstrates
for the Memory/ProcessorModule.
The first IOP finstrate controls the SPU's internal I/O
bus. The VO bus is connectedto the systemcontrol module
and seven internal I/O card slots via the backplane. Any
combination of HP 9000 Series500 I/O cards can be used
in these slots to provide the desired I/O function. Up to
two I/O expanders(HP 9709BAs)with eight I/O slots each
can be supported by adding one IOP finstrate to the Memory/ProcessorModule for each expander.
The systemcontrol module performscontrol and support
functions for the SPU. The control module contains:
Service-panelcontrol circuits
The loader ROM
A real-time clock with battery backup
2048 bytes of nonvolatile memory
The system status interface to the CPU.
The loader ROM contents are loaded into main memory
and executed at power-up. The code instructs the CPU to
do someinternal self-testingand to load the operatingsystem. The real-time clock with battery backup has an accuracy of 30 secondsper month (typical) and will keep time
for one month when the power is turned off in a normal
environment. The nonvolatile memory is used for storing
such useful information as the number of times power has
been cycled and the number of accumulated hours of SPU
use. The system status interface relays information such
as powerfail warnings, high-temperature warnings, and the
nonmaskable interrupt status of the I/O backplane to the
CPU.

t

"]

,:'
t:::...

Fig.2. The design and styling of
the Model 540 are compatible with
other HP computer products, allowing it to fit in office configurations with an aesthetically pleas'
ing appearance.

All architectural blocks in the SPU are powered by an
internal power supply module describedin the article on
page 24. This supply monitors its own outputs, controls
fan speed,and shuts down if one of the doors is opened,
the SPU's internal temperature is too high, or an output
voltage is out of range.A signal denoting the causeof any
shutdown is relayed to the systemcontrol module for display on its service panel.
Diagnostics
Our customers have always been able to identify any
failed major system componentssuch as the CPU, mainframe, disc, or printer. However, to do this they must run
diagnostic programs, which require that a major part of the
system be operating to give any information. Furthermore,
a service engineer can obtain almost no information (let
alone determine exactly what to replace), if the system
processingunit is at fault. We wanted to take a new approach for the Model 530 and Model 540 SPUs,one that
would enable a customer or service engineerto diagnose
a problem down to the faulty module within the SPU and
to identify any major failed external system componentseven when almost nothing in the system is working.
To accomplish this, HP developed a diagnostic system
that uses lower-level tests as a foundation upon which to
build an increasingly comprehensiveset of tests. These
levels are the replaceable module self-test, the self-test
supervisory code, and system diagnostics.If the system
cannot proceedto the next level, the current level indicates
why. Fig. 4 illustrates the various levels of diagnosis.
Replaceable Module Self-Tests. The replaceable module
self-testsare the foundation for the self-test supervisory
code and the systemdiagnostics.The module self-testsare

low-level tests initiated by the modules on power-up and
hardware or software request. We define a module to be
any sectionof an SPUor peripheralthat is field replaceable.
Module and
Each of the finstratesin the Memory/Processor
each I/O card with a microprocessorperforms a self-test.
One fourth to one third of the microcode for the CPU and
IOP finstratesis devoted to testing the respectiveIC. LED
(light-emittingdiode) indicators on the SPU'sservicepanel
show the results of these teststo the user. Each self-testis
designedso that its results can also be read by higher-level
diagnostics.
To ensure the most effective diagnosis,the self-testfor
each module is independent of the other self-testsso that
(unlessthe power supply fails) a failure of a single module
does not causethe other modules to fail their self-tests.
Self-Test Supervisory Code. This code is divided into two
parts: the first part is resident in the system control module's loader ROM and is run as part of the power-up sequence, and the second part is resident in the power-up
section of the operating system software.
To provide maximum usefulness,the loader test code
tries to report statusand fault information through multiple
displays.Therefore,besidesgiving statusand fault information via the LEDson the SPU'sservicepanel,it alsodisplays
a messageon an attached terminal, if one is connected.
The code first verifies the integrity of the internal VO bus.
Next it reads the self-test results for the I/O cards it may
usefor loadingthe operatingsystemand for reportingstatus
and fault information to the user.If there areno fatal failures
such as a shortedinternal I/O bus,the codeperformsseveral
tests on the systemcontrol module, which include testing
the real-time clock and the nonvolatile memory, and doing
a checksum of the loader ROM itself. Consistentwith our
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self-testphilosophy, if the loader ROM cannot load the
operating system, it tells the user why.
The first part of the supervisory code, together with the
replaceablemodule self-tests,constitutesthe stand-alone
self-test diagnostics. A user can check out the SPU and
diagnose most problems without requiring any support
peripherals.The second part of the supervisory code salvages "mapped out" RAM blocks (16K-bytesper block).
These are blocks of RAM that failed the memory test performed by the memory controller's self-test. If only a few
words of a block are bad, they are mapped out and the rest
of the block is returned for use by the system. This part of
the supervisory code also checks and reports to the user
the results of the nonloader I/O card self-test.
System Diagnostics. These routines are written in highlevel languagesthat can be called from the operating system. These routines can also initiate the power-up self-test
of a module. If destructive testing such as disc writing is
done, the user is warned of the effects of the testing before
the test is started. This diagnostic code is on the main
system disc and is used by production, repair areas, and
service engineers.
Thesethird-level test programs consist of two sets.There
are verification programs for each peripheral, and for a
minimum hardware system consisting of an SPU, a terminal, and a disc memory. Theseprogramscan be used by a
customer or service engineer to verify the operation of the
minimum system or a peripheral. The peripheral verification programs also test the interface card used with the
peripheral.
The verification program for the minimum hardware system contains routines for checking the nonvolatile memory,
the real-time clock, the key switches on the service panel,
the terminal, and the disc memory. If any of these tests
results in a failure, the terminal displays information detailed enough to isolate the cause to a field-replaceable
module or peripheral.
Service Panel. The SPU's service panel is an important
part of the diagnostic strategy. Its main purpose is to
simplify testing and troubleshooting of the SPU.This panel
allows fast isolation of faulty field-replaceable modules. It
does this by providing a central location for displaying

self-test results and power-up status information. It also
provides easy viewing of this information from the front
of the machine.
Status and fault information are indicated by LEDs on
the service panel, During a normal, fault-free, self-test sequence,the servicepanel displays the sequenceshown in
Fig. 5. If a failure occurs, the sequenceis aborted and the
panel displays the fault condition. The service panel display can be matchedwith one of the fault indications listed
in the service manual. Also listed in the service manual
are procedures to fix each of the faults. Fig. 6 shows some
possible fault indications and the procedures for determining what to check or replace to fix the faults.
The service panel also contains pushbuttons forinitiating
self-test, system reset, autostarting the system after a reset,
and performing a memory core dump. The pushbutton
for initiating self-test is self-latching. By latching this
pushbutton, the service panel begins a continuous self-test
mode that initiates both the hardware module self-tests
and the self-test supervisory code. Testing continues until
the pushbutton is released or until a failure is detected.
The LED display indicates which field-replaceable module
is faulty. If the SPU passesthese tests, and if a disc memory
with a loadable operating system is present, that operating
system is loaded. The operating system then reads the
pushbutton and starts another self-test
latched SELF-TEST
sequence.
The control for the service-panel display is located on
the system control module. A microprocessor,called the
service processor, gathers the results of the module selftests and diagnostic information from the loader test code,
and then indicates any failures by lighting the appropriate
LED on the display. This service processor performs the
following functions:
I Service processorself-test.The service processordoes
an internal ROM checksum test. an accumulator test, an
intemal RAM test, and a carry-bit test. This self-test is
done at power-on, or at the start of a system self-test. If
a failure is detected, the SCM(system control module)
LED is lit on the service panel.
r Monitor processor stack self-test.During the system selftest, the service processor monitors the self-test signals
from the Memory/ProcessorModule.
I Evaluation and display of processorstack self-test. Once
the Memory/ProcessorModule self-test is complete, the
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Fig.4. Diagram of the three diagnostic levels for the Model
530 and Model 540 System Processing Units.
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service processor can determine if any stack failures occurred. If there is a failure, the appropriate LED on the
service panel is lit.
r Hard failure detection. If the system fails to power up
(i.e.,the loadercode doesnot load),the serviceprocessor
lights the appropriate LED on the service panel, giving
the only indication why.
Some of the other circuitry provides control for the
POWER.FAIL
LED, the H|GI{TEMPERATURE
LED, and the
DOOROPENLED. These failure modes cause the power
supply to shut down except for the 16V supply that drives
these LEDs.
Mechanical Deslgn
The layout of the SPUswas determined by customer and

service engineer needs. The design of the packaging components was based on production needs. To reduce manufacturing cost and designtime, a large number of leveraged
parts were used in the product design. Leveraging means
using parts of existing designs instead of designing new
hardware. In the SPUsthe major leveragedcomponents are
the finstrates, Memory/Processor Module, power supply,
I/O cards, HP's System-Il rack-mount module design, and
the cosmetic packageused for the Model SaO.
The only difference between the two SPUs is the outer
package. The Model 540 is essentially the Model s3o
mounted inside a cosmetically simple packageto provide
a pleasantly appealing look for an office environment. The
cosmetic panels are the same as those used by HP's Disc
Memory Division for their 79xx line of products.
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When looking at the front of the Model 540, one can see
two removablepanels.Four self-testswitches are exposed
when the top panel is pulled off. The lower panel is removed by pulling nearits top and pivoting aboutits bottom.
The Model 530 can then be seen mounted inside on its
side. When the Model 530 is orderedby itself, a removable
cosmeticfront panel is added. The next featureone might
notice is a flat piece of sheetmetal with six captive thumb
screws.This sheet-metalpart is used to reduceEMI. When
this piece is removed,the hinged door of the Memory/ProcessorModule is visible. Looseningthe two captivethumb
screwson the Memory/Processor
Module's door and opening it exposesthe RAM finstrates.Below these finstrates,
but not visible at this time, arethe CPUand IOP finstrates.
Looking at the back of both models, one can seeanother
door fastened with two captive thumb screws. Opening
this door revealsa card cagewith sevenslots.This is where
the I/O cards reside.If the secondand third IOP finstrates
were orderedwith the SPU,two additional connectorswill
be Iocatedon the back. This is where the user can connect
up to two HP 97098AI/O Expanders,eachwith eight additional I/O card slots.
On the Model 540, four screws must be unscrewed to
Indication

Procedure

No service-panel
LEDSon

Checli,/Replace:
1. AC power cord
2. Service panel cable
3. Power supply cable
4. Power supply assembly
5. ACmodule
Close/Tighten:
1. l/Odoor
2. Processor stack door

Check/Replace:
1. Ambient air temperature
2. Clogged filter/airflow blockage
3. Fans
4. Power supply assembly
Check/Replace:
1. Power supply assembly
2. l/O cards
3. Finstrates
4. System control module
5. Motherboard l/O backplane
ChecUReplace:
System control module

PFocEssoR Note:
Any one
ot the 12
PROCESSOF
LEDSmay
be on.
Note:
One or
more ot the
seven yo LEDS
may be on.

vo

Checli/Replace:
Finslrate in slot 10

Check/Replace:
1. l/O card in slot 4
2. Peripheraldevice for slot 4
3. lnterface cable lor slot 4

Fig. 6, Some examples of service panel indications when
differentfaultsare detected and the proceduresto befollowed
to find the causes.
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remove the rear cosmetic panel. Then the procedure to
service both SPUs is the same. A captive screw is unscrewed on the System-Il rack-mount module to give the
serviceengineeraccessto the power supply and the system
control module board. The power supply is located in the
center directly behind the Memory/ProcessorModule. The
systemcontrol module board is locatedbetweenthe power
supply and the I/O cards.Four screwsmust be unscrewed
to remove either the supply or the board. The longesttime
it should take to diagnosea failure, replacea module, and
put either SPU back togetheris 15 minutes.
Ease of production was a strong design consideration.
Minimizing the number and typesof screwsusedfor assembly is an obvious help for production (and service).Using
captive screws is also a big plus. Steel dowel pins align
the SPU'smotherboardwith respectto the Memory/Processor Module and power supply. The pins allow the modules
to plug directly into connectorson the motherboardeven
though the connectorscannot be seenwhen inserting the
modules. A worst-caseand 3.5o tolerance analysis was
used to ensurethat parts would fit togetherin production.
Whenever a screw passesthrough sheet metal, oversized
holes are used to eliminate interference.Also, eachmodule
is thoroughly testedbeforethe final assemblyso that when
the final turn-on test is run, there is a higher probability
of successfuloperation.
Cooling
Three dc fans cool each SPU. These fans are also used
in the Model 520 Computer, the desktop version of the
Series500. One fan cools the finstratesin the Memory/ProcessorModule. Another fan cools only the power supply,
and the third cools the I/O cards and systemcontrol module. Since the fans, power supply and Memory/Processor
Module were leveragedfrom the Model 520 design, the
fan-speedcontrol circuit was also leveraged.This means
that in a normal office environment, the fans are run at a
low speed to minimize noise. If ambient temperaturesgo
up and the internal temperaturesin the box become too
high, the fans automatically switch to a higher speed to
increasecooling. An even higher fan speedwill be used if
still more cooling is required.Temperaturesof critical components are monitored to ensurethat they run reliably.
Environmental Testing
All HP productsarerequired to passcertainenvironmental tests. Therefore, each SPU must run reliably at 55'C.
When placed in its shipping container, each SPU must
survive free-fall drops from 460 mm on all six faces and
four corners. However, the Model 540 is different from
most HP products,becauseit is on castersand can be rolled
around. Hence, the product can be abused in ways the
normal environmentaltestshaveno way of testing.Because
of this, extra tests were run to make sure the Model 5q0's
design would withstand such abuse.
Under normal use, the Model 540 may be pushed over
rough surfacesor even accidentallyrun into a wall. Aggressive tests were set up to determine if the product would
still continue to operateevenunder such abuse.The Model
540 was run off a %-inch-thick piece of plywood, pushed
in and out of elevatorsthat were not lined up with the

floor, run into concrete walls at a fast walking speed,
pushed into steel columns used to support the building,
rotated about one set of wheels, and dropped from a height
of 75 mm. An accelerometerwas mounted inside the Model
540 to measure the accelerations exerted on the structure.
Accelerations as high as 80g for 3 ms were observed. Despite this abuse, the product continued to function properly, and the only damagewas some paint scratches,a few
dents in the panels, and a few broken casters.
EMlTesting
Low susceptibility to radiated interference is linked, by
reciprocity, to low radiated interference performance. For
this and regulatory reasons,a host of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements dictated much of the design
of the Model 530 and Model 540. In addition to meeting
VDE and FCC radiated and conducted interference standards (VDE level A and B, FCC class A), design goals required that HP corporate standardsfor electromagneticsusceptibility also be met.
The Model 530 and Model 540 meet these challenges
with a variety of techniques. On the printed circuit board
level, ground planes are used to shield high-frequency signals and minimize current loop areas, a prime cause of
crosstalk and interference. Along the samelines, logic common and shield (earth) ground are tied together at only one
point on the SPU's motherboard, avoiding ground loop
radiation and noise pickup problems. Sheet-metal shielding provides additional EMI protection as part of the SPU's
mechanical design, not as an add-on feature. A typical
metal shielding problem is the usual need for conductive
gasketing to seal edges.Instead, the sheet-metalparts overlap and seal when they arebolted together, saving assembly
time and complexity, and enhancing reliability. Gasketing
is only used inside the Memory/ProcessorModule, the I/O
panel door (for shield ground), and on an internal shielded
ribbon cable.Finally, attention was also paid to all cutouts
in the exterior sheet metal, because they can form slot
antennas which radiate like dipoles. Slot length is kept to
a minimum, since several small slots separated by metal
are much better than one long slot of equivalent area.
Meeting all of the EMC objectives can, at times, present
conflicting design choices. For example, Underwriter's
Laboratories (UL) requires that all customer-accessible
metal surfaces be able to sink a 30A current to shield
ground. This might require some internal connections that
would adversely affect the control of digital logic return
currents, degrading EMI performance. The problem is
further complicated by cabling and connection to other
peripherals. The solution generally lies in diagramming
the major cunent paths in the machine and looking for
those with high impedance or large loop areas. Solutions
are first evaluated as to how well they meet UL requirements and, if appropriate, how well they shield emissions
by coupling RF energy to ground directly or capacitively.
Becauseof the complex nature of EMI generation and
transmission, the only practical way of verifying regulatory
compliance of designsis by testingto the appropriatestandard. For high-frequencyradiated emissions,this requires
a S0-meter ground-plane surface (for repeatability and accuracyJ,a low-noise receiver or spectrum analyzer coupled

with quasipeak {asymmetric averaging)and peak detectors
having the required filter specifications,sand a set of antennas covering the range of 30 to 1000 MHz. Antenna correction factors are calculated and applied to the readings as
they are taken. Since VDE specifies a quasipeak detector,
final signal strength readings are based on it. It also offers
better rejection of ambient noise than a peak detector. The
total test system is heavily automated----anHP 9845 Computer controls the receiver through the HP-IB (IEEE 488),
takes readings, sets frequencies, controls antenna height,
and plots results. Operator intervention is only required
for the initial manual scan, which determines the system's
radiated frequencies, and to monitor successiveautomatic
scans of different system orientations. This allows rapid
examination of design alternatives.
Because development of the SPUs and some of their
peripherals occuned in parallel, it was sometimes hard to
isolate internal and external system problems to a particular product or assembly. Severaltools are available to help
in this process. Since any EMI frequency generatedis usually a multiple of one of the system's fundamental clock
frequencies, it is possible to isolate a problem frequency
to a particular device directly if its clock frequency is
unique. This can be done quickly by a simple computer
program.
To test the operation of different I/O cables without having to hook up an associatedperipheral (making problem
isolation difficult), a "perfect peripheral box" was developed. This consists of a large copper sheet, acting as
logic ground, mounted in a standard HP enclosure with a
power cord connection to the back providing shield ground
connection. Logic ground and shield ground can be optionally tied together inside the box. Different types of resistorterminated cable connectors can be mounted such asHP-IB,
RS-232-CN.24, and general-purpose I/O. A high-speed
(1M-byteis) battery-powered handshake circuit can also be
attachedto the FIP-IBconnector for testing cable radiation.
After a problem is isolated to a particular device, it is
necessaryto determine where the offending RF is coming
from on that device. This is done by means of "sniffer"
probes, a few coiled turns of wire connected to a standard
BNC connector on the end of a terminated coaxial cable.
When connected to a spectrum analyzer, these directional
probeshelp pinpoint the sourceof known problem frequencies. However, because of near-field effects, they do not
accurately predict those frequencies that will be seen on
the test range. Their sensitivity and precision are determined by the number and diameter of turns present.
Since neither the Model 530 nor the Model 540 contain
internal I/O devices, and since many different peripheral
systems had to be tested to verify regulatory compliance,
a test setup did not always have a terminal or other input
device for configuring the test software. Therefore, "smart"
test software was developed that turns on a system, determines which of many different possible test peripherals is
present, and exercises them accordingly, all without
human intervention. With the addition of an input device,
such as a digitizing tablet or terminal, various peripherals
can be turned off and on under program control, helping
to isolate problems quickly. This also saves much time
when the system has to be powered down and back up
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again quickly to verify problem frequencies.
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1963.He worked on R&D
for an
and cameto HP
whenHPpurchasedthecompanyin 1963.Pauldid
R&Dforthe204COscillator,
the34034 RMSVoltmeter,and the 9704 Multimeter.
He managedR&D
projectslor HP'sGrenobleDivisionin itsearlydays,
productdesignand productionengineeringforthe
HP250Computer,and productdesignfor the HP
9000Series500 Computers.Paulis now responsiblefor productdesignand industrialdesignat HP's
FortCollinsSystems
Division.He iscoauthoroftwo
articleson the 204C Oscillator,one of which app e a r e di n t h e H P J o u r n aal ,n dh i s w o r k o n t h e 9 T 0 A
Multimeter
resultedin one patent.Paulservedone
year in the FrenchAir Forceand is a memberof
Electronics
PackagingSociety.He
the International
is married,hasthreechildren,livesin FortCollins,
Colorado,and enjoysorganicgardening,cooking,
and oilpainting.
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Ronald P. Dean

Jack L. Burkman

Ron Dean joined HP in
1977 atte( receiving a
BSMEdegreef romthe Universityof Florida.He was
productionengineerforthe
tapetransportsusedin the
H P 9 8 1 5 ,H P 9 8 2 5 ,H P
9835, and HP 9845 Computers,and worked on the
product design of the HP
9000Model520Computer.He currentlyis working
on new productdesign. Born in Dearborn,Michigan, he nowlivesin FortCollins,Colorado.An activesportsenthusiast,
Ronenjoyssoftball,lootball,
skiing,scuba diving, and aquatic activities.

Raisedin weslernMontana,Jack Burkman
studied mechanicalengineeringat MontanaState
University(BSME1978).
HethenjoinedHPas an lC
assemblyengineer,later
workedon the productdesignfortheHP9000Series
500Computers,and nowis
involvedwithfutureproductdesignfor HP9000enhancements.Jack lives in Fort Collins,Colorado,
and servesas an arbitratorforthelocalBetterBusiness Bureau.He is married,has two sons and a
daughter,and enjoysspendingtimewithhisfamily,
buildingblackpowderpistols,and restoringhisold
Triumphsports car.

Robert L. Brooks
With HP since 1966, Bob
Brookshas contributedto
a numberol HPproductsthe204clD oscillators,the
HP 98454 Compuler,and
the HP9000Model520 and
540 Computers-in the
areas of productdesign
and manufacturing.
He currentlyis workingon manufacturingprocesseslor injectionmoldedplastics.
Bornin Missoula.Montana,Bob servedin the U.S.
Navy for four years and then attendedMontana
StateUniversity,
receivinga BSMTdegreein 1966.
He is marriedand hastwo children.He has a variety
of interestsrangingf romkeepinghimselfin shape
to alpineskiing,sailinghis 16-ftcatamaran,working on HO and 1:8 scalelivesteammodelrailroads,
and continuingthe evolutionof the homein Loveland, Colorado,that he and his wife designed.

A materialsengineerand
productdesignerfor HP
since 1979,Mike Bowen
designedthe die castings
and miscellaneousparts
tortheHP9000Series500
Computers.He holds a
BSMEdegree awarded in
1978 by the Universityol
Californiaat Davisand is a
memberofthe ASME.Mikewas bornin England,
but considersMarysville,Californiahis home. He
is married(hiswifeis an assemblyengineerat HP),
hasa daughter,and livesin FortCollins,Colorado.
Outsideof workhe enjoysbicycling,outdooractivities,skiingduringthewinter,and sailingand raci n g a H o b i eC a t 1 6 d u r i n gl h e s u m m e r .
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Daniel G. Schmidt
W i t hH P s i n c e 1 9 8 1 ,D a n
Schmidlsupportedprod u c t i o ne n g i n e e r i nfgo rt h e
H P 9 9 1 5 AC o m p u t e a
r nd
worked on the 987604
Color Displayfor the HP
9000Model520Computer.
He currentlyis workingon
VLSIgraphicssubsystems.
Danis an authorof a paper
abouta portableROMsimulatorand holdsa BSEE
degreeawardedby the University
of Utahin 1981.
Bornin SaltLakeCity,Utah,he nowllvesin FortCollins,Colorado,withhiswifeand two children.Dan's
outsideinterestsincludewater and alpine skiing,
travel,music,and home computerprogramming.
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J o i n i n gH P i n 1 9 7 9 ,X u a n
Buiworkedon the graphics
softwarefor Series 500
BASICand HP-UXcommands. He currentlyis
workingon the operating
systemfor HP-UX.A native
of Hue, SouthVietnam,he
h o l d sa n M S d e g r e ei n
computerscience (1979)
f romLouisianaStateUniversity.
He is a memberol
theACM and an authorof a paperaboutnumerical
methodsfor solvingdilferential
equations.Married
he hasone son,livesin FortCollins,Colorado,and
enjoystennisand cross-countryskiing.
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Alan D. Ward

Alan Ward worked on the
viewingtransformations,
output primitives,and device driverslor Series500
BASICgraphicssoftware
beforetakingup hiscurrent
assignmentdeveloping
. i t hH P
H P - U Xg r a p h i c sW
since1979,he was bornin
Houston,Texas,and
sludied electricalengineeringat the Universityof
T e x a s( B S1 9 7 9 )H
. e i s m a r r i e dh, a sf o u rc h i l d r e n ,
and livesin FortCollins,Colorado.Outsideof work,
h e l i k e sc a m p i n g ,h i k i n g ,t e n n i s ,b a s k e t b a l l ,
softball,and riding his motorcycle.
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programsfor the HP 9845C, implementedthe
operatingsysteminterfaceand graphicsdevice
driverslor the BASICversionof the HP9000Model
520Computer.and evaluatedand tunedthe perlormanceof HP-UXforthe Series500.He currently
is workingon HP-UXgraphicssoltware.He is a
memberof the ACM,and beforejoiningHP,did sur
veying and engineeringfor the FederalHighway
A d m i n i s t r a t i oHn e. i s m a r r i e dl,i v e si n F o r tC o l l i n s ,
C o l o r a d oa, n d e n j o y sh i k i n ga n d s k i i n g .
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Gary D. Fritz
BeforejoiningHP in 1979,
GaryFritzworkedon rocket
prelaunchtestand monitor
ing for NASA.He wrotel/O
code and operatingsystem
intrinsicsfor Series500
BASIC,and morerecently,
taught HP serviceeng i n e e r sa b o u tH P - U X H
. e
currentlyls workingon new
workstationsoltware.Bornin Hawkeye,lowa,Gary
studied computerengineeringat lowa State Uni. e i s s i n g l el,i v e si n F o r tC o l l i n s ,
v e r s i t y( B S1 9 7 9 )H
Colorado,and has a varietyof interests-skiing,
, a r d e n i n gr, e a d i n gs c i e n c ef i c b i c y c l i n gh, i k i n g g
tion and fantasy,and playingfrisbee.

the initialtestcodeforthe Series500powersupply
teststation,and was responsibleforthe designo{
the primaryboardforthe Series500 powersupply.
Tom lives in FortCollins,Colorado,and is int e r e s t e di ns a i l i n gs, k i i n gs, c u b ad i v i n ga, n dt o u r i n g
Colorado'sback roads on a motorcycle.

Howell R. Felsenlhal
HowellFelsenthaljoined
HPin 1979and beganwork
designingservocontrol
systemsfor a printer.He
contributedto the developm e n to f t h eH P 9 8 4 5C o m puter,the Series200power
supply,the 987804 lvlonoc h r o m a t iD
c i s p l a ya, n dt h e
Series500 power supply.
He alsoperformedenvironmental
testingforthe HP
9000 Series500 Computers.Born in PoncaCity,
Oklahoma,Howellstudiedelectricalengineeringat
the University
of Oklahoma(BSEE1977and MSEE
1 9 7 9 ) .H e i s m a r r i e d h, a s t w o c h i l d r e na, n d l i v e s
in FortCollins,Colorado.He enjoysskiing,playing
so{tball,ridingdirt bikes,and acting(hehasbeen
in two playsby the LovelandCommunityTheater).

Warren C. Pratl
Michael L. Kolesal
[/ike Kolesarstudied
p h y s i c sa tV i l l a n o vU
a niversity(BS1968)and nuclear
physicsat CornellUnivers i t y( M S1 9 7 1 )H
. ec a m et o
HP in 1974withthreeyears
ol experiencein designing
high-speeddata acquisitionsystemsfor a synchrotronlaboralory.Nowa section managerresponsiblefor graphicssoftware
a n d H P - U Xc o m m a n d sa n dl a n g u a g e sh,ec o n t r i b uted to the architectureand microcodefor the
Series500 CPU chip and managedsome of the
Series500 softwaregroups.He is coauthorof an
award-winningpaper on the Series500 CPU arc h i t e c t u r eB. o r ni nC h i c a g ol,l l i n o i sh,e i s m a r r i e d ,
hasthreedaughters,and nowlivesin FortCollins,
Colorado.He enjoysdownhilland cross-country
skiing,stereomusic systems,photography,electronics,and hiking in the Rocky l/ountains.

A nativeo{ Lexington,Kentucky,WarrenPrattstudied
electricalengineeringat
the Universityof Kentucky
( B S E E1 9 7 4a n d M S E E
1 9 7 5 )a n dt h eU n i v e r s i toyf
l l l i n o i s( P h D E E1 9 7 7 ) .H e
t h e n c a m et o H P a n d d e s i g n e da n a l o gd i s p l a y
electronicslor the HP9845
Computer,manageda partof the Option200perprogramforthe HP9845,
formanceenhancement
and managedthe subassemblyintegration,system electronics,and power supply development
lor the HP9000Series500Computers.He currently
is section manager at HP's Fort CollinsSystems
Division.Hisworkhas resultedin one patentrelated
to a deflectionsubsystemfor a color raster-scan
display.Warrenis married,has a son and a daughter, and livesin Loveland,Colorado.

Jack L. Burkman
Author'sbiographyappearselsewhere
i n t h i ss e c t i o n .
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Thomas O. lleyer
Kenneth W. Lewis
A nativeof Denver,Colorado, Ken Lewisstudied
mathemalicsat Western
StaleCollegeof Colorado
( B A 1 9 7 5 )a n d c o m p u t e r
scienceat the University
of
C o l o r a d o( M S 1 9 7 9 ) .H e
b e g a nw o r ka t H P i n 1 9 7 8
as a marketingapplication
programmerfor the HP
98458 Computer.He worked on the diagnostic

Born in Rapid City, South
Dakota,Tom Meyer attended the SouthDakota
Schoolol MinesandTechnology,earninga BSEEdeg r e e i n 1 9 7 7 .H e t h e n
joined HP and contributed
to the designof the memory
and datacommsubsys/'
tems for the HP 250 Computer,wrote the assemblylanguagecode for the
remoteHP 250 (HP 2649D),designedand wrole

Robert E. Kuseski
Bob Kuseskihas contributed to many HP products
since coming to the companyin 1969.Hisf irstprolect was the 98684 l/O Expander for the HP 9830A
C o m p u t e rH
. e designed
the controllerfor the internal printerin the HP98454
Computer(which resulted
in a patent)and was responsiblefor converting
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operatingsystemand ROM softwarefor the HP
9845BComouter.Bob alsowrotemicrocodeforthe
Ootion200 enhancementto the HP 9845 and
workedon the self-testphilosophyand loaderROM
testroutinestorthe HP9000Series500Computers.
Hecurrentlyis workingon newgraphicshardware.
Bornin Columbus,Ohio,he servedtwoyearsin the
U.S.Army SignalCorps as a first lieutenant.Bob
is a graduateof Ohio StateUniversity(BEEand
MSEE,1969),is married,has two children,and
livesin Loveland,Colorado.He is activein church
work and a member of GideonsInternational.
Downhillandcrosscountryskiingand playingtable
tennisoccupy much of his leisuretime.

David ilaltland
Dave Maitland'scontributions have led to several
patentsand two papers relatedto integratedcircuits
and HP products.One of
the papers receivedthe
Best Paper Award at the
1983 lnternational
SolidState Circuits Conference.
Davewas on the team that
createdHP'sfirst desktopcalculator,the HP
9100A,andwas a projectmanagerfortheHP9000
Series500Computers.An additionalresponsibility
that he enjoysis recruitingfor HP at his alma mater,
the University
of lllinois(BSEE1964).He alsoholds
a BA degreeawardedby RocklordCollegein 1963.
Whenhe is notdesigningcircuilsin the R&Dlab,
Daveapplieshisengineeringskillsto the productivityof hisfarm near FortCollins,Colorado.He is
married,hastwo sons,and enjoysactivitiesin the
Coloradomountainsand watchingthe Denver
Broncosplay football.

L8rry J. Thayor

Kevin W. Allen

Born in Lancaster,Ohio,
LarryThayerattendedOhio
State Universityand received a BSEEdegree in
1978and an MSdegreein
1979.He then joined HP
and designedthe system
controlmoduleand performed environmentaltesting for the HP 9000 Model
530 and Model 540 Computers.Larry is currenlly
workingon graphicshardwarefor futureproducts.
Livingin FortCollins,Colorado,he is vice president
is married,and is the
of hischurchcongregation,
proud father of a new son. Active in a variety of
sports (baseball,softball,and alpine and Nordic
skiing),he also enjoyshikingand photography.

KevinAllen studied
mechanicalengineeringat
the Universityof California
at Davis (BSME1978 and
MSME1979).HeioinedHP
in 1979 and worked on
product design for the HP
9000 Model530 and Model
540 Comouters belore assuminghiscurrentresponsibilityas a processengineerfor printedcircuit
boardproduction.Kevinis amemberofthe ASME
and has coauthored several articles on an electronic ski binding that he helped design. Born in
Tucson,Arizona,he nowlivesin FortCollins,Colorado,is married,and enjoysbasketball,softball,
and skiing.

Ronald D. La6on

Born in Kokomo.lndiana.
joined
PaulChristofanelli
HP'sFortCollinsDivisionin
1979 as a oroductionengineerfortheHP9835and
HP 9845 Computers. He
then movedto the B&D lab
to work on system integrationand EMIasoectsofthe
HP 9000 Model 530 and
Model540Comouters.He is nowconcernedwith
new operating systems software. Paul studied
electricalengineeringat ArizonaState University
and was awarded a BSEEdegree in 1976 and an
MSEEdegreein 1983.Single,he livesin FortCollins, Colorado,and is interestedin many different
outdoorsports,amongthemwaterand alpineskiing and riding off-road motorcycles.

Ron Larsoncurrentlyis
workingon graphics
hardware for iuture HP
products at HP's Fort CollinsSystemsDivision.Joining HPin 1981, he worked
on the developmentof the
HP 9000 Model 530 and
Model 540 Computers.A
native of Pierre, South
Dakota,Ronreceivedadiplomain electricaltechnologyfrom the NorthDakotaStateSchoolofScience in 1976 and a BSEEdegree lrom South
DakotaState Universityin 1981. He is singleand
lives in Fort Collins,Colorado.When not working,
he enjoyshiking,alpineskiing,softball,and riding
off-road motorcycles.
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